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In April of 2007, an English student barricaded himself
in two separate halls at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University, known colloquially
as Virginia Tech, in Blacksburg,
Virginia, and took with him the
lives of twenty-seven students
and five faculty members.
After the attack, campus
security policies -- as well as
broader United States law -were under fire. Why do these
incidents concern us? Why are
they relevant? Because the massacre occurred on a seemingly
normal day, on a seemingly normal college campus, similar to
the campus where many of us
make our home for nine months
of the year. Many wonder: is
campus life safer? or, worse, is it
the same?
Barbara Hazard, the Vice
President of Student Affairs at
the University of New England,
assured that things have changed
"more in terms of precautions.
We've added," she said, "different ways of communicating with
people ... I think the goal is to
really be sure our students have
information."
I spoke with Don Clark, the
Director of Safety and Security.
Seated behind his desk, he was
elated to tell me about the policies and programs the school has
Please see SAFETY, page 3
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BUSH CENTER: George H.W. and Barbara Bush address UNE at the dedication ceremony on October 3, 2008.

Bush Family Sets Their Anchor at UNE
BY MARISSA SIMOES
Nor'easter Staff
George H.W. Bush and his
wife Barbara stood perched atop
the new George and Barbara
Bush center as they addressed
UNE students and staff, Board
of Trustee members, fund raisers and UNE alumni on October
3rd.
It was almost exactly one
year ago that Mr. and Mrs. Bush
joined University President Danielle Ripich, blue and silver ribboned shovels in hand, to break
ground on the latest and most
interesting edition to the University of New England: The Bush

Center. Now, just one year later,
the building is set for completion.
The Bush Center hopes to welcome students, faculty and guest
lecturers by the end of October.
The University welcomed its
Mainely neighbors from Kennebunkport in a dedication ceremony fit for a President. Mr.
and Mrs. Bush were escorted on
a tour of the grounds of the Bush
Center, starting with the "anchor
to windward" that sits majestically facing the Saco River. After
meeting briefly with a group of
select students, the Bushes moved
up onto the second floor deck of
the building.
Looking out over where the

camp1.\S meets the Saco River,
President Ripich warmly introduced Mrs. Bush. Gracious to finally have a building named after
both her and her husband, Mrs.
Bush detailed just how important
this part of Maine had become to
the Walker-Bush family. The two
were engaged at Walker's Point,
the Bush family's summer estate,
and only one summer went by
without a visit from its illustrious
residents.
Sixty five years ago Barbara
Bush came to Maine and "fell
madly in love with this beautiful
place." It was of course, more than
just the scenery that captivated
Please see BUSH, page 2

On September 2, 2008, the
University of New England revolutionized the effort for all universities in the United States to
preserve the natural environment
by launching the most ample
environmental conservation program around. The new Zipcar.
shuttle, and bicycle program
marked a pivotal moment here at
the University of New England's
Biddeford Campus.
For the first time ever, UNE
made a strong attempt to discourage incoming student from having a car on campus by forcing
first year students who desired to
have a car to pay a $300 parking
permit fee. The construction oJ
three new buildings along with
the constant increase in the first
year class' population size forced
university officials to either install
a new parking lot or limit the use
of cars through alternative means. _Lt
The 'Big Blue Goes Green ~
event was an appropriate choice
for UNE's environmentally based
campus. First year students had
the opportunity to receive a free
Gary Fisher Tibilron hybrid bicycle in exchange for le~ving their
gas guzzling and air polluting
automobiles at home, courtesy oJ
UNE funding and Brandon Gillard, owner of Cape Able Bike
Shop in Kennebunkport. Of the
478 first year students that were
Please see ZIP CARS, page 2

University of New England
Rocks the Vote
BY MARISSA SIMOES
Nor'easter Staff
The University of New England welcomed MTV's Road Ruler Shane Landrum, bands Stealing Jane, Sidecar Radio, Sparks the
Rescue, and UNE students for an
MTV sponsored 'Rock the Vote'
event on the night of October
4th.
Students were encouraged to
register to vote for the upcoming
November 4th Presidential election, listen to great music, and
learn a little more about the political situation.
The Multipurpose rooms and
MORENEWS
TIME CAPSULE OPENED AFTER
32YEARS: Page 4.
UCMAJORSFAIR: Page4.

the Hang were filled with students interested in the political
event hosted by APB. UNE student clubs and organizations were
present, tending the event. UNE's
Democrats were there handing
out Obama signs, pins and other
paraphernalia; The People of Politics were soliciting questions for
the upcoming October 28th debate on campus between Maine's
congress contenders Chellie Pingree and Charlie Summers; and
We are Responsible (W.A.R.)
brought fun "pin the tale on the
Democratic donkey/pin the trunk
on the Republican elephant"
Please see VOTE, page 2

CHRIS ANDREWS, NOR'EASTER NEWS

ROCK THE VOTE: The Band Stealing Jane and the Presidential Candidates at the Rock the Vote event on Oct. 4, 2008
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Furthermore, the cafe will Office in the White House. UNE ever-changing gallery, potentially
that this is a great opportunity for
supply
its patrons with an un- had an exact replica of the Reso- to be used for student art, local
UNE.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
"You have to remember that we're healthy dose of caffeine in the lute Desk- which sits in the Presi- artists or Texas A&M art collecher attention at that point. Maine living in a moment; as time goes form of Starbucks Coffee. While dent's Office- made to be the focal tions.
On the top floor of the cenbecame a pivotal corner stone of on history recasts our leaders. it will not be an actual Starbucks piece of the exhibit room. Sitting
her relationship with an 18 year What one may have thought of franchise- the university -has a behind it is the American Flag. ter, new administrative offices
old George H.W. Bush. "He pro- Andrew Jackson in 1831 is now contract that states that all food/ Also in this room is memorabilia were built. President Ripich and
posed on the rocks of Walker's rethought ofin 2008. At this time, drink services will be provided by from George H .W. and Barbara Provost Carter will soon be callPoint," she remembered, "which with his son being President of Sodexho- Starbucks Coffee will Bush's lives at Walker's Point, the ing the third floor of the Bush
"Summer White H ouse." An old Center home. Ripich's office has
frankly was the only place we the United States, there is a lot of be brewed and served.
wall to wall windows, while Cartcould be alone." She continued emotion around the name. Hower claims a one window-ed perfect
nostalgically, "Not only did I get ever the long term impact will
snapshot of the Saco River. Both
to marry the most wonderful man be positive for the university," he
offices offer a full view of the river
in the world, but Walker's Point continues, "In the moment, there
and
the back side of the campus.
and Kennebunkport soon became will of course be people who may
Furthermore, the
Bush
a very happy part of my life and get excited about this one way or
Center
will
be
used
as
a
center
the other."
that of our family."
to facilitate a new connection
Dean of the College of Arts
Concluding her speech, Mrs.
with
the Presidential Library at
and
Sciences,
Arthur
Goldstein,
Bush welcomed to the podium
Texas A&M University. Carter
her husband, George H.W. Bush. believes that any political implicaexplained, "We're developing a
The 41st President of the tions that present themselves are
program, through Texas A&M's
United States took the micro- from a lack of separation between
masters program, for students
phone from the podium and the 41st and 43rd Presidents.
who are interested in law or poturned to directly address the "George H.W. Bush is not a conlitical science or service. They will
throng of students looking up troversial figure, his son is but he
be able to study with a track of
is not," Goldstein explains, "I do
from the Featherman Lawn.
courses here that will allow them
Speaking to the students, for- not believe that there will be any
to go into that masters program.
mer President Bush highlighted a political ramifications concerning
Part of the second floor will facilifew of what he called "the 1000 this building. It is not a political
tate this connection, for scholars
points of life." He advised UNE's statement. We're not saying that,
to come here from Texas as well
students to, "Count your bless- as an institution, we're staunchly
as some of their faculty."
ings, work hard, stay involved and Republican or staunchly DemoNICOLE RJNNIG, NOR'EASTER NEWS
The Bush Center is part of
remember to do something for crat, or staunchly anything." He
a campus wide "beautification'·
somebody else ... There can be no added, "The name may be con- BUSH CENTER: The next addition to the University of New England, The Bush
Center is set to open at the end of October.
project in which UNE will strive
definition of a successful life that troversial right now but I think
does not include servicr: to oth- once people actually learn about
The second floor of the Bush fishing pole of George's, a gar- to utilize every inch of the beauthe first President Bush, they'll Center is home to a new, large dening hat of Barbara's and pho- tiful scenery southern Maine has
ers. "
Ending his address, Bush left realize that there is nothing about Board Room. Following the nau- tographs decorate this museum to offer. Goldstein says that the
main goal is to present "a campus
some praise to be soaked up by the this that is implicating."
tical theme, this blue room fac- type space.
University of New England, "I'm
Goldstein goes on to address ing riverside will be used by the
The second exhibit room that visually reflects the quality
proud of this school, I'm delight- the question of student protests administration for Board meet- now exhibits a wide range of pho- of the work that the faculty and
ed with this facility and I plan to and demonstrations by voicing his ings that are held 3 times a year. tographs from the Bush family's the students do here." The Bush
come here and bring interesting support for the freedom of speech When they are not in use by the life. The pictures vary from pho- Center is a key focal point of this
people with me." He joked, ''And and assembly, "If people wish to Board, the room can be reserved tos of a young George and Bar- project.
not just my wife."
According to Carter, the
protest, that's their right to do so. by UNE organizations for meet- bara Bush on their wedding day
That's the great thing about this ings or other large gatherings.
to shots of George golfing to clips Bush Center "will be a destinaWHATDOESA"BUSH CEN- country, people can do that." He
Adjacent to the Board Room of the entire Bush family loung- tion. I predict it will be very busy
TER" MEAN FOR UNE?
laughed, "I certainly did plenty of are two exhibit areas. One room is ing out on Walker Point's lawn. and will make all of us here at
it when I was in college. I support set up now to resemble the Oval However, this space will be an UNE very proud."
The Bush Center hopes to students' right to demonstrate if
shed light on a different perspec- they wish to, we just hope that it's
M aine.
in history as one of the first fully
tive of former President Bush. done in a respectful way. Howev- CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
I know at times the environ- functioning hybrid transportation
Provost Jacque Carter said the er, students need to know that you
ment may be the last thing on the systems. For all of you who want
reason for honoring the Bushes can't speak about both father and planning to live at the Biddeford mind of college students, but in to preserve our environment and
springs forth from the values son as though they are the same Campus, 225 of them clearly all reality, our conscious efforts extend the world's resilience to
shared by both the family and the person."
stated that they were not bringing now will only better the future human inhabitance, it is strongly
university. "We've looked at the
cars, 110 of which asked for a free decades that will encompass our encouraged of all of you to proBush family life in Kennebunk- The Bush Center Itself
bicycle. The other 115 opted for lifetimes. With that said, it is time mote and support the University
port and looked at the things
28 free Zipcar hours which will for you to take a stand and be part of New England in going green.
that were a value to them here
While the new George and allow them and their friends to of something that will go down
in Maine. Many of those values Barbara Bush Center may re- travel in the two new Honda hymatch up with the values of the veal the university in a whole brid CR-Vs located right outside
University of New England," new light to its students and the of the Campus Center.
Carter continues, "Those things public, it also brings to the table
Many University of New
are a commitment to the environ- a lot of what UNE has been lack- England Officials, including Don
ment, literacy, and health."
ing. Once it opens in late Octo- Clark, Director of safety and seWhile many students at the ber, early November, the center curity, Daryl Conte, Assistant
university are concerned about promises to be a meeting place; a Dean of Students, Jennifer Depossible political implications that relaxed gathering spot for UNE Burro Jones, Director of Resinaming a building after the father students and faculty alike.
dential Education and Housing,
of one of the most controversial
The ground level, with en- and Alethea Cariddi the sustainpresidents in history, our current trances from two sides of the ability coordinator, hope to solve
President George W. Bush, the building as well as a connection the overpopulation of cars on
administration is much more at to the Ketchum Library, opens campus by increasing the Zipcar
ease.
into the new Windward Cafe. program in future years. In addiCarter, while conceding that Designed to inspire feelings of tion, members of the health and
there may be some ramifications Maine and the sea, this coffee wellness program on campus are
at this point in time, believes that house/student union type space consistently encouraging students
the Bush Center will have a posi- provides ample seating for drink- to use alternative ways to stay fit
tive effect in the long run. Call- ing coffee, hanging out and study- and better their overall ways of
ing to attention other schools that ing.
life. Megan Ladd, in particular, is
have honored past presidents- the
The Windward Cafe boasts a running a weekly biking program
Kennedy Center at Harvard, the view that no other place on cam- on Thursdays that encourages
Eisenhower Institute at Gettys- pus can claim. Wide, open win- students of all fitness levels to
PERRJ F1NE, NOR'EASTER NEWS
burg College and Lincoln Col- dows offer a panoramic view of ride with their peers while enjoyZIP CARS: ZIPCARS arc a new, convenient and cost effective way for students to get
lege in Illinois- Carter believes the beautiful Saco River.
ing the wonderful fall scenery in around.
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games as well as life size cut outs
of the candidates.
In the 2004 Presidential election, only 42% of 18-24 year olds
in the United States voted, comprising of only 9% of the voting
public according to statistics compiled by CIRCLE, The Center
for Information and Research on
Civic Learning and Engagement.
Today, four years later, the same
age bracket stands at a precipice
of choice and obligation.
The Rock the Vote campaign is designed to bring voters
in the younger demographic out
to get involved and to cast their
ballot. According to the website,
Rockthevote.org, "Rock the Vote
uses music, popular culture and
new technologies to engage and
incite young people to register
and vote in every election. And
we give young people the tools to
identify, learn about, and take action on the issues that affect their
lives, and leverage their power in
the political process."
Landrum, who got involved
with the Rock the Vote process
last election believes the most
important thing to remember
when voting is to be educated
about the election before you cast
that ballot. "Starting the habits of
getting involved with things like
voting is so important, especially
knowledgeable voting," he stated,
"Your voice, your power is in your
vote. You waste it by not knowing what's behind it, that's what
I want to stop. If you're going
to vote, vote for who ever. But it
should be educated."
I talked with Stealing Jane,
a Long Island NY based band,
about the importance of the
younger people casting their
votes. Sparks the Rescue was on
stage during our interview, so an
Audio supply closet was our quiet
refuge. Saxophonist Pat Ianelli
said, "A lot of people, especially
younger kids, complain about
the way things are going. This
is an opportunity to voice your
opinion." He continued by saying
"We're musicians so we have to
learn this stuff ourselves ... There's
a lot of change in this election.

We have two candidates that have
a minority in the running, an African American and a woman.
It's awesome. It's exciting to see
something more than what we've
had in the past. I think that's the
best part. It's good to know that
our ignorance as a country is going away; that not just one type of
person can be president."
Matt Giordano, on lead
guitar and vocals picked up saying, "More importantly, we're at
war and we're heading for a depression so, it's so important for
young people to get involved. In
my own personal opinion, I feel
like there is just not enough educating going on. It has to do with
our future."
Portand's own, Sidecar Radio also joined me in the closet.
A student from UNE got the
band involved with UNE's Rock
the Vote event. Singer Christian
Hayes claims that this election
is a "scary one." He continued
in saying, "We have the right to
make changes ... There are some
roads that certain administrations
want to take our country down
that are drastically different than,
I think, the younger people want
to see it go. Now is the time to
try to steer a different way." Bass
player Corey Tibbetts chimed in
by saying, "it is always the young
people who get screwed so, we are
the ones who should be voting."
Young people, especially
students, are (not to sound too
cliche), the future. We are the future politicians, scientists, teachers, doctors and scholars. Yet, the
younger people in the population
are the ones who are affected by
many policies and institutional
changes that have been made and
will be made in the future.
In Iraq, according to an article on About.com, 51. 9% of the
casualties of war are from the ages
of 18-24. Our generation will be
the ones who have to deal with
no Social Security, with the repercussions of a financial bailout
and with all of the decisions made
by the powers that be. Will you
be the one to let your future, your
fate be decided by someone else?
Get educated. Then vote.
November 4, 2008.
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recently effected. One such system is called Connect-Ed, which
will allow faculty to communicate
to students emergencies on the
campus right over the screen of
their cell phone, through email, or
over the telephone.
When logging onto U-Online, students provide a handful of
emergency contacts, such as telephone numbers, emails, et cetera,
which will be used by the university in the event of an emergency.
Mr. Clark showed me the hundreds of messages programmed
into the database: everything
from sexual assaults, to a shooting
incident. With the click of a few
buttons, he can send any of those
messages out to thousands of
students and faculty at one time.
Connect-Ed is an updated system
of massive telephone calls with
numbers updated by hand every
week; now the system updates itself every twenty four hours.
Another of the new systems,
very low-tech and simple, as Don
Clark says, are the many loudspeakers on campus, which are
used to communicate things with
students and faculty. Mrs. Hazard
told me of the technical crew that
arrived on campus to ensure that
the speakers could be by everyone
on campus. "You may hear over
the loudspeaker 'Shelter in place,"'
Barbara Hazard said, referring to
one of the many catchwords that
students are urged to know: 'shelter in place', updating the term
"lockdown''.
Because the campus is so
spread out, with no set points, and
no real access and egress points,
security has set up a new system
in which students are alerted to
an incident on campus and are to
lock doors (which, now in classrooms, may be locked from the
inside; another change as a result
of the Virginia Tech massacre),
close windows, turn off all audio
equipment and crouch against the
wall closest to the door. "Stay put
and stay quiet." Don Clark said.
These systems have finetuned the emergency process. In
addition to these larger systems,

there are smaller, yet important,
means in the event of an emergency. The assistant director of
Security, a former lieutenant for
the Kennebunk Fire Department,
works with residents, as well as
commuter students, on how to
prevent a fire and what to do in
its event; meetings between the
Biddeford Police Department
and students also called into attention local laws that may differ
from other states and other important suggestions for students
on how to be safe both on- and
off-campus.
There is also a system known
as Safe Walk/Safe Ride, in which
security will escort students between the hours of sunset and
sunrise to anywhere on campus.
To arrange for a ride or walk, the
student may approach any security personnel or call the number
provided on the University of
New England's Security website. Barbara Hazard told me, in
addition to these, that the University has "no tolerance for students who make threats", and
that the school quickly and efficiently "responds to student and
faculty issues," providing those
with the help they need, and has
made the weapons policy "more
specific." Sarah Cooke, a senior,
said, "The security is making a lot
more efforts ... They are around a
lot more ... I love the fact that it's
personal; they get to know everybody."
Yet, Barbara Hazard says,
students are also urged to do their
own homework.
Alison Kiss is the director of programs for Security on Campus,
Inc, a not-for-profit organization
formed in 1988 by Howard and
Connie Clery, in memory of their
daughter Jeanne Clery (for whom
the Clery Act is named, which
requires universities to publish
their crime statistics) who was
raped and murdered at Lehigh
University by a student she didn't
know. Ms. Kiss told me, "We encourage students to be proactive
about campus safety. This includes
knowing what types of services
are available on their campus and
within the surrounding community." She continued, "More often
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than not, students and their families do not take safety seriously
until after they become victimized. It is so important to get involved in awareness and prevention."
According to Don Clark,
a student must "be a little more
aware of their surroundings, learn
to shut their doors, report everything no matter how suspicious ...
[They can]call 366 from any campus phone, or press the red button
on the yellow boxes." He said: "It
is a little thing of educating people." Barbara Hazard continues:
"Students should be on very high
alert."There is thorough information on the university website, regarding the proper plans of action
in the event of such an incident.
Also, Mrs. Hazard said, there are
the little acts of "listening to faculty, and communication," which
are such a great help and asset.
"I feel safe here in general,"
Stephanie Forget, a freshman,
said. "I can walk around and feel
pretty safe." At the thought of
entering a university after Virginia Tech, she said, "I was more
nervous [after the massacre] at
the thought of living with total
strangers; I don't know what they
are thinking. But after visiting
the school, I felt safe, especially
with security and faculty."
One must argue the case for
University of New England's efficiency regarding safety. Josh Paradis, a sophomore, said: "I think
security on campus is great. I feel
very safe here." Freshman Ali
Joyce seconded, "I've never felt
unsafe at this campus." Furthermore, when the Clery Report, a
report of crimes on universities, is
published each year, the numbers
at UNE are exceedingly low. "I
attribute it to two things: faculty,
and a student body that really gets
it, in terms of safety," Don Clark
said. "Our students look out for
each other; they point out to us
people who are unsafe. Our 'faculty is supportive of them." Mrs.
Hazard pointed out that, "the
good students, rural location, familiarity of security guards" have
all contributed to those low numbers, but "nothing guarantees
safety." It is up to all of us.

WIGGLEWEIGLE'>S BOOKS
New Books at Discount Prices!
Biddeford's very own independent bookstore - Steve Weigle, Owner
FREE WiFi! Offering coffee, tea or hot chocolate @ $ 7.25 a cup
Enjoy a warm atmosphere, great company, interesting art
and good music at 25 Alfred Street in Biddeford.

Bring this ad for an additional 25% off your next overstock book purchase.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 7OA-BP I Sunday 72-5P I closed Mondays

F.M.I 282-1212

Home of "In A Bind" Art Gallery and Studio -Anastasia Weigle, Artist
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Time Capsule Opened After 32 Years

Majors Fair

BYTYGOWEN

BY ANDREW FREDETTE

Nor'easter Staff

Nor'easter Staff

UNE alumni gathered in
the lobby of Decary on September 27th, 2008, for a very unique
event. After being hidden in the
walls of the academic Dean's office for 32 years, a time capsule,
containing letters from the past,
emerged and was released to the
public eye. During one of the
university's various facelift's this
summer, the container was discovered and 'extracted' from its
resting place within the walls of
Decary. Amy Hale, Director of
Alumni Affairs, quickly received
word of the event and organized
a ceremony for Alumni Weekend
in the fall to open the time capsule.
As the ceremony began, Joe
Mahoney stated that, "Not a big
crowd, but a quality crowd," had
arrived for the occasion. Mahoney
was given the honor of opening
the capsule since he had earned
the title of 'The Boss' from the
class of'76, of which a few members had interred letters from the
past. A plaque found with the
capsule held the names of those
responsible for hiding it, including; A.1.fred Negri, Bruce Barlow,
Ronald Smith, Corinne Pelletier,
Clydia Allen, Olive Clark, Michael Fielding, Christine Howes,
and last but not least,Joe Mahoney.
As Mahoney held the small,
32-year-old, tennis ball can in his
hand, he was joined by Christine
Howes, a retired writing workshop
instructor and English comprehension professor, who attempted
to help him open it. Though the
well-aged tape proved a tough
adversary, the capsule was soon

The University of New England will be holding the Majors
Fair on Wednesday October
22nd. The object of this event is to
get students to realize that there
are more departments offered
than they might imagine. The national average of students changing their majors is twice during
their college career; leading them
to try at least three majors by the
time they graduate. The average
completion rate of today's college
student is 5 years.
The fair is designed to help students ask any questions that they
might have on certain majors and
let them know what has to happen if they do want to change
majors.
The Majors Fair is designed
to educate students in a "user
friendly" environment, and show
other options that the university
has to offer. The fair is used to
help undeclared majors, but also
to help students who are unsure
of exactly what they want to accomplish while at school. The fair
will help answer questions such
as what pre-requisite classes the
student would have to take, how
many credits they need for that
exact major and who will be advising them once the student decides on a certain major. It also
helps the student get to know the
faculty of that particular major.
The Majors Fair gives students
information if they would like to
double major while at the Univer-

NEIL JANDREAU, UNE Staff Photographer

TIME CAPSULE: Joe Mahoney and Christine Howes as they open up a time capsule
from the past, 1976.

opened and the crowd was revisited by letters from their past:
1he most important thing in
life is to be happy and do what you
want to do, not what other people
expect ofyou. Be sure ofwhatyou are
doing, ifyou feel it is right far you,
do it because you must fallow your
heart. Always be honest and sincere
with yourself as well as with others. Be considerate of others, but do
not hurt yourself 1here will always
be hard times because you could not
have the good times without them.
If you do these things, most of the
times should be good.
Corinne Pelletier- Oct. 27,
1976

Other letters spoke of the
buildings on campus during the
time period, the quality of life for
students, and one letter even advised students to stay as far away
from the Saco River as possible.
As the ceremony came to a
close, one more guest joined the

rest of the historical spectators
in the lobby. Mahoney quickly
noticed the man, and called him
up to the podium, announcing
him as the man responsible for
event. Roy Wermenchuk, the
man who craftily concealed the
capsule, recited that he worked
in the Dean's office during a time
when Decary was still partially a
Residence Hall. With the building being sporadically remodeled,
Wermenchuk took the opportunity to hide his classmate's time
capsule in an empty space in the
wall where a sink had recently
been. After sealing up the hole in
the wall, the time capsule slept in
this place for 32 years, until this
day.
After rehashing the past, the
guests at the ceremony were able
to read the various letters from
an earlier life, as well as inspect
the tennis ball container which
housed these letters for over three
decades.

sity and what exactly that entails.
Information is also available about
a minor, which most students do
not realize only takes six, three
credit classes.
The Majors Fair was originally started by Rick Larue, and
is now ran by Dr. Matt Anderson
and Mr. John Tumiel. This is the
fifth event held by the University,
and the sponsorship of the fair is
through the College of Arts &
Science Deans office. Each of the
14 departments from the College
of Arts & Science is represented,
30 members of the of the faculty
attend and there will be representatives from the College of
Health Professions to answer any
questions that the students might
have.
Recently there are no new
majors or minors that have been
brought to the university so all the
departments listed on the website
will be there, and will all be ready
to answer any questions students
might have.
The fair is held so the faculty
can help the students who have
questions about not only the major they are currently in, but also
other majors that might interest
them. The fair was designed assuming that students will have
questions, and the faculty wanted
to create a forum for questions
and answers. This event is brought
back each year because it helps
and supports students through
their decisions making processes
in picking a major, changing a
major, double majoring, or even
picking up a minor.

WHATISIT?

UNE SECURITY BLOTTER
August 1- Oct~ber 5
August 1st at 2:30 Housing called
to report a gas can with gas left in
a vacant room
August 4th, at 8:45 a.m., dispatch
received a call from Pett's Health
Center that there was a strong
smell that was affecting the workers.
August 12th, at 6:50 a.m., secu"rity was alerted to a crime against
a person in Decary Hall.

September 5th, at 11:20 a.m,
security, making rounds through
Hersey Hall on the Westbrook
Campus, was stopped by an administrative assistant and alerted
to a missing chair.
September 7th, at 3:21 p.m., security was alerted to a leaking toilet
in Alfond Hall, as well as a large
pool of water.

The week of September 22nd,
West, Padua, and Avila Halls offensive images and words were
scrawled across whiteboards and
walls. Copies of the case have
been forwarded to Investigator
Maine Attorney Generals Office
in Portland.
September 24th, a student reported receiving unwanted messages on her computer.

August 18th, there was a report of
rude remarks being made to staff.

September 9th at 7:00 p.m. a
Professor appeared intoxicated, in
Proctor Hall, on the Westbrook
Campus.

August 25th at 8:30 a.m., security
received a call from dispatch that
someone was stuck between floors
in the elevator.

September 15th, at l:41a.m., security was dispatched to the area
of Campus Center by Housekeeping for a male streaker.

September 27th, there was a misunderstanding between roommates.

August 31st, at 11:40 p.m., security spoke with a gentleman
utilizing university services in
Ketchum Library for his business.
Security advised him that he was
banned from the campus until
further notice and would receive a
letter in the mail advising of the
same.

September 21st, at 2:00 a.m. there
was a trail found behind South
Hall; security is wondering if it
was paint or a blood trail.

October 5th, at 1:40 p.m.- Security was informed that there were
packages on the receiving dock
near mailroom.

September 22nd, at 7:23 p.m. a
strange odor was emanating from
the campus center.

-University ofNew England
Department of Safety and Security

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

September 26th, between 12 a.m.
and 1 a.m., there was a suspicious
occurrence @ West Hall dorm
window.

WHAT IS IT?: Can you identify the mystery object located on the University Campus? The answer will be published in the next issue of the Nor'easter News!

Do you want to advertise
with Nor'easter News?

Contact our Ad Department Today!
noreaster.ads@mail.une.edu
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Weird UNE: Lighthouse ofWood Island
BY TYLER GOWEN &
MANDYWERTMAN
Nor'easter Staff
Each night the residents of
Hills Beach can watch the systematic flash of emerald and
white light crossing the water,
keeping wary ships at bay from
Maine's rocky coastline. It is
this source of light that has been
protecting mariner's for the past
200 years, and will continue to
do so thanks to the efforts of a
few dedicated individuals. This
lighthouse on Wood Island, and
all the history it has collected
over the course of two decades, is
where we will begin our semester
exploring the weird.
Just off the coast of Biddeford Pool rests Wood Island
and its lighthouse, which has
stood since 1808. We had heard
stories of the lighthouse through
our four years living at UNE and
this past summer we decided that
it was finally time for us to visit.
Thanks to Friends of Wood Island Lighthouse (FOWIL) this
was possible, and our host Sheri
Poftak allowed us to be ferried
across the bay one sunny day in

TYLER GOWEN, NOR'EASTE NEWS

Weird UNE: Tyler Gowen (left) and Mandy Wertman (right) at the Lighthouse of Wood Island.

late July.
After a short ride to the island our boat bottomed-out on
the dock and we were hurried
onto the island, which has been
mostly reclaimed by nature. Poftak, a veteran at tours, quickly
led us across the mile long path

through the woods on top of a
rickety boardwalk, telling us to
beware of the monster-like vines
of poison ivy that encroached
upon our trail. Though we were
both glad when we were finally
free of the jungle, our stomachs
sunk when we saw the house and

Abroad In Jord~n...

its salt-licked siding. Hundreds
of gulls guarded the old home
and protested our arrival in a way
reminiscent of a Hitchcock movie.
Poftak paid the eerie scene
no mind as she stood with the
home, birds, and 200-year-old

Abroad in Guatemala...

BY MARISSA SIMOES

BY ELLEN FAULISE

Nor'easter Staff

Nor'easter Staff

Suicide bombers, terrorists,
war. Hatred, rape, sexism. Murder,
religious extremists, Osama Bin
Laden. That is what we are told is
the Middle East, that is what we
see on the news and on TV.
Yet, I saw none of this. Not
one bomb went off the whole
time I was there. So, obviously, it
must have been some other Middle East that I was wandering
through. A strange parallel universe where I was not hated for
being an American but accepted
and loved because I was a person;
where historical culture pervades
everyday life to an intensity beyond all comprehension; where
the connections between the
people go deeper than just family and friendships. While I know
terrible things do happen all too
frequently in the area, it is not all
there is. It has become an obsession of mine to educate people, to
show people another side to the
Arabic speaking world.
While I was living in Jordan and
traveling through Egypt this August, everything I had previously
thought was changed. I wanted to
start my life and, it only took traveling thousands of miles from my
comfortable life here in Maine to
do it.
I decided last winter that I
wanted to visit the Middle East.
There is something so culturally
fascinating about the region that

I sat in the first seat on the
bus and watched through the
windshield as the driver navigated through the crowded narrow streets of Guatemala City.
We were headed 7 hours West to
Qyetzaltenango, a city located in
the heart of the Sierra Madres.
As we drove out of the capital city,
the roads quickly turned to dirt
which wrapped around mountains and led us through villages
of extreme poverty at every elevation. I saw women walking barefoot along the side of the road
carrying babies on their backs
and baskets full of fruits and vegetables on their heads. Little boys
walked hunched over bearing the
weight of wood piles strapped
to their backs. Rusty pick-up
trucks with men tightly packed
into the back sped by us coughing
black exhaust. Suddenly the skies
turned dark with clouds and it began to downpour. The dirt roads
turned to mud within minutes
and the bus crawled onward into
the night. I curled up in my seat,
exhausted from all of the traveling, feeling more scared and alone
than I've ever felt before, thinking
to myself"what the hell am I doing here?"
This summer I traveled to
Guatemala for a medical internship at La Clinica Bendicion in
the small city of Q,!letzaltenango
(nicknamed Xela by the locals).

-
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JORDAN: Marissa Simoes in Jordan with a group of students at Save the Children.

drew me in and held me there.
There are so many misconceptions
perpetuated about it, so much unnecessary hatred surrounding it.
All this made it incredibly difficult to tell my friends and family
I wanted to travel to the Middle
East. I was told everything from
"you might not make it back," to
"well, you might not make it back
whole." It is unfair to blame those
who care about me for feeling this
way because it is what is fed to us.
And the idea of a small, completely westernized woman like
myselfwalking around all alone in
a strange and exotic place where
women are seen in a much different light, does raise some questions. But their misinformation
did not deter me, it just proved to

tower at her back and shared
with us the life of Wood Island
Light. In 1806 the US Government purchased eight-acres of
land on the eastern end of the
Island and in 1808 the tower was
completed. However, the harsh·
conditions on the see caused the
lighthouse to quickly deteriorate,
and in 1858 it was reconstructed
in granite and the house that still
stands today was also attached.
Throughout the light's 38 keepers, Wood Island has had its fair
share of history, from tales of
pure heroism to stories of murder
and suicide.
In 2005 Wood Island Lighthouse caught the attention of the
New England Ghost Project, a
paranormal investigative team.
Our guide, Sheri Poftak, stayed
the night with the ghost hunters
and later revealed to us the tragic
story of Wood Island's only murder/suicide.
In 1896, Fred Milliken, a
game warden, lived on the island
with his family. Also on the island
at the time was Howard Hobbs,
a young fisherman, and the lighth'ouse keeper, Thomas Orcutt.
Please see ISLAND, page 6

me how important my impending
trip really was.
So, with the assistance of the
Study Abroad office on campus
and the wonderful Trisha Mason,
I found the United Planet Program. United Planet is an international, non-profit organization
that allows volunteers of all ages,
genders and nationalities to travel
to all ends of the Earth to "create
a world in which all people understand, respect, and support one
another." United Planet found a
host family for me to live with, a
volunteer site to work with: Save
the Children, and set up cultural
excursions and trips for me to explore.
On August fifteenth, I was
Please see JOROAN, page 6

The clinic is dedicated to providing the local community with
quality health care and laboratory
analysis that is affordable. I organized my trip through United
Planet, a non-profit organization
that sends volunteers on different
quests all across the globe. For
the month that I was in Xela I
lived with a middle class family
that was also hosting two other
United Planet volunteers.
I decided to go to Guatemala
to improve my Spanish speaking
skills, especially in a clinical setting. My internship was with Dr.
Jorge Mejia Augustin who specialized in internal medicine. Dr.
Augustin spoke very little English, and my Spanish was out of
practice, but together we always
seemed to make it work and understand one another. We tackled
each day one patient at a time.
First the patient came in the room
and I listened intently as Dr. Augustin asked the patient what
had brought them to the clinic
that day. After discussing the patient's symptoms, he handed me
his stethoscope and ask me to get
a full set of vitals on the patient.
Next he performed the physical
examination with me right by his
side. Dr. Augustin always tried
to get my involved in everything
that he was doing. He would take
my hands and press them along
someone's abdomen and tell me
what I was feeling. He would
beckon me to look through the
See GUATEMAIA, page 8
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on my way to Jordan, terrified
and all alone. After 11 hours on a
flight into Amman,Jordan, I had
made it.
My days in Jordan were centered mainl1 on my volunteer
work at Save the Children. The
program I was assigned to was
a preparation program in which
young students, ages 15-22, male
and female, were trained in order
to join the work force.
My first day at Save the Children was horrifying to say the
least. None of the students spoke
English and my Arabic doesn't go
much further than "marhaba" or
"hello".
Every day, I would teach
for about two hours. At first it
seemed an impossible task. How
could I teach them if I couldn't
explain what I was asking? But
soon, we found a way. To see them
laughing and so excited to learn
and play, and to have me included
in their lives, was unlike anything
I can explain.
I was somewhat of a toy to
the students at the center. The
most fascinating thing about me,
to them, was my lip ring. They
would point at it, laugh and some
even had the daring to come up
and to.ich it! For the entire two
weeks, the novelty of me did nbt
fade.
On my last day with the stu-
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dents from Save the Children, I able to go do some sightseeing. miles through the "Siq," a narrow
cried as I had to say goodbye. The Right in the city of Amman, there gorge between dauntingly maggirls hugged me and the boys are Roman ruins. Mount Nebo, nificent rock walls. As you come
shook my hand. It's amazing how where Moses was said to have re- to the end of the Sig, you are in
you can connect with people who ceived the Holy Land from God full view of the treasul), a massive
don't speak the same language; is in a town called Madaba. Trav- stone building that is unlike anyhow you can love someone you eling up Mt. Nebo, regardless of thing you will ever see anywhere
have only known for two weeks its religious affiliation, is beautiful else. You mi1,ht remember Petra,
~
9
. ~
and have not once understood. It
'
was the best feeling and I miss 1t.
More than anything, I wanted to
use my time with the students to
show them who I was and that
there are people outside of their
country that care about them. I
wanted to educate them not only
in my language but in how to accept others as well. I think it was
them who taught me something
about this in the end.
Aside from Save the Children, I
was able to go out and see what
the country of Jordan was all
about. The question I am asked
the most is, "how did the women
dress?" or "did you have to cover
MARISSA SIMOES, NOR'EASTER NEWS
your whole body when you were JORDAN: Marissa Simoes on a camel in Petra,Jordan.
out?" The answer to that is no, I
did not and the women, for the and incredibly scenic. I saw it as even though you didn't know
most part dress very much like we the sun was setting behind the what it was at the time, from Indo here. There were some women Dead Sea in the distance.
diana Jones and the Last Crusade,
who wore the traditional burqa, Further into the south of Jordan, it was where Indiana found the
covered entirely in black except I traveled to the city of Petra, Holy Grail.
for the eyes. Most of the women one of the New Wonders of the I also visited the deserts at Wadi
however, only wear head scarves, World. Petra is an ancient city Rum. Words fail to explain what
covering their hair and neck. How carved into rose-red rock moun- it is like to see this place. Huge,
women dressed really depended tains in the desert. A huge trea- jagged mountains dot the miles
on many different things, family, sury, a monastery, a theater and of golden sand. The cool blue sky,
religious devoutness and even lo- many tombs are to be discovered in stark comparison to the warm
cation.
in Petra. To get to the archeologi- brown earth is overwhelming, esOther than everyday life, I was cal sites, you first have to walk for pecially as the sun begins to set.

The sunsets in Wadi Rum are
world famous and are said to be
the most beautiful.
Before I left for Jordan, it never
occurred to me that there could
be some things, some feelings that
you cannot translate into words.
For me, words are all there is. It
was so difficult writing this story
out, trying to fit all the minutiae
of what I felt into one story. None
of what I have said captures what
I have experienced. Maybe this
is all I want you to know about
my trip, despite all my wasted
words ...
I went to the Middle East wanting
to save the world. I did not. I went
not only with the hope of doing
some good in Jordan but also of
bringing back some new knowledge to spread here in America. If
I can bring back a positive image
of the Middle East, if I can open
up even one person's eyes and
show them not to hate what they
do not know or understand then
haven't I done some good? And if
I can do the same for one person
in the Middle East, then haven't
I done some good? Maybe. It's a
small step.
Maybe saving the world isn't
about huge, expensive ventures
but rather about the small, meaningful gestures that change things
one person at a time.
So, in retrospect, I did make it
back. And oddly enough, I came
back more whole than when I had
left.

orphanage and decided to throw
them a BBQ I took this opportunity to do my culture awareness
presentation which United Planet
asked me to do. While I was
talking about my home in Cape
Cod, Massachusetts and showing the boys pictures of my family and where I lived, I had their
undivided attention. They were
so intrigued by what I had to say
about being a college student and
deciding to travel to their country. They expressed interest in
wanting to go to school, having
a career, and traveling outside of
Guatemala. It was amazing to me
how through such innocent eyes
they saw the world as one full of
possibility.
When I wasn't at the clinic,
doing volunteer work, or taking
Spanish lessons, I was traveling throughout Guatemala and
enjoying every aspect of the culture. In Antigua I walked through
endless markets where you could
by anything from beautifully
woven blankets to live animals.
I rode the chicken bus (an old
school bus decked out in religious
memorabilia blasting reggaeton
and packed with indigenous people) for three hours to the town
of Panajachel. This old Mayan
town is surrounded by the natural
beauty of Lake Atitlan. The Lake
is known as one of the most exotic
destinations in the world floating
a mile above sea level surrounded
by three enormous volcanoes. A
boat took me all the way across
Lake Atitlan to the village of
Santiago where the Mayan cul-

ture still prevails.
I took every opportunity to
explore the city of Xela where I
lived as well. Hanging out with
the locals was the best way to
learn the city. I sampled the locally grown coffee from every
cafe, was taken to some of the
best restaurants known to the locals, toured the lit up city at night
on the back of a motorcycle, and
danced the salsa to the pulse of
Latin music played by live bands.
I felt totally immersed in the culture when :t took weaving lessons
at a traditional weaving school.
With the guidance of the very
talented indigenous women, I
constructed my own loom upon
which I wove a scarf. Everywhere
that I went I met other travelers
and heard their stories. I became
so familiar with the city and the
people of Xela that it felt like a
second home.
Living in Guatemala is by
far the most amazing experience
I have ever had and I will never
forget it. I faced a lot of challenges that forced me to grow in more
ways than one. I was influenced
in some way by each and every
person that I met. The best feeling that I can walk away with is
knowing that I am also responsible for positively impacting someone else's life. Our differences are
valuable; everyone has something
to offer and we can learn so much
from one another. I highly recommend traveling outside of your
comfort zone to anyone, there is
so much that this world has to offer.

.,

.

GUATEMALA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

otoscope at someone's infected ear
or listen through the stethoscope
as someone took deep breaths. I
was literally his shadow; everything he did, I did. The first time
it came to giving a patient an injection I tried explaining that I've
never given one before. He simply
used his hands to show me what
to do then put the syringe into
my hand and said "es muy facil,
vamos!" I gave patients injections
daily in all parts of the body, interpreted lab tests and X-rays,
cleaned and wrapped wounds,
performed and interpreted electrocardiogram tests, and much
more. After the patient left the
room we would discuss the diagnosis, the reason for ordering
certain tests, and the purpose for
each medication he prescribed. I
took notes on each and every case
that we had, every day brought
something new.
I would leave the clinic at
1:00 and walk home just as all of
the kids were getting out of school
for the afternoon and everyone
was taking their siesta. El Parque
Central was alive with people sitting in the shade and eating their
lunch, little children walking
around in their school uniforms
trying to eat their chocobananos
before they melted, and little
boys carrying around their shoeshining kits. I squeezed through
the busy streets with indigenous
women lining either side selling
colorful fruits and vegetables, fra-
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GUATEMALA: Ellen Faulise with a child from an orphanage in Guatemala.

grant flowers, and warm tortillas. that would help me communiI would also have to dodge drunks cate with the doctor and patients
sprawled out on the sidewalks and at the clinic. Throughout the day
stray dogs roaming for scraps of while working with Dr. Augustin,
food. With my tanned skin and we would quiz each other on the
dark hair I blended in pretty well, parts of the body in English and
it was my American clothes that Spanish. It wasn't long before he
gave me away. Most of the city's had me asking the patients quesinhabitants are indigenous and tions as they sat down in his ofwear the traditional clothing. Al- fice with their complaints. Being
though I received attention while completely immersed in the lanwalking through the streets alone, guage helped me learn it faster.
I never once felt threatened or Anyone considering traveling
afraid.
abroad should not let the idea of a
While everyone else enjoyed language barrier hold you back.
their siesta, I headed down to the
On Fridays instead of going
Spanish school Kie Balam for my to the clinic I would travel across
afternoon Spanish lesson. Kie town to volunteer at an orphanBalam is a Spanish school affili- age for boys. The orphanage
ated with United Planet that wel- was one of my favorite places to
comes all travelers looking to im- go because the boys were always
prove on their Spanish speaking so energetic and playful. Before
skills. During my Spanish classes returning home I wanted to do
I focused on learning language something for the boys at the
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Introducing your Nor'easter N ews Editorial Board
INTRODUCTION
ByTyGowen
Moving the Nor'easter News
into its second year as a publication is a high point for us as student journalists. Not only does it
mean that we'll continue to entertain and inform UNE for another year, but it also means that
we didn't kill the paper.
Once again, as a staff, we
have united to produce what
you see before you, and plan on
producing many more issues to
come, as this news outlet moves
into its 'terrible twos'.
Nor'Easter News is not only
an outlet for the student voice,
but it is also a symbol of what
students can accomplish. Within
the first year we grew and established ourselves as an identity, and this year, there are only
greater things to come.
However, the essence of the
newspaper revolves around student support, so please continue
writing to us, and if you'd like to
help out and join our staff don't
hesitate to contact any of our
editors. Thank you very much,
and together, we look forward to
a profitable year.

~-

TYGOWEN
Editor-in-Chief
Looks like I get to fill the
enormous shoes of John Lowery
this year as the second Editorin-Chief of the Nor'easter News.
Alongside the guidance of the
ever-vigil Marissa Simoes, I hope
to produce a periodical that UNE
as a campus, and as a community
can enjoy. With my entire news
staff I believe its time to not only
entertain and inform, but to also
to cause a stir on this little campus. If you see news happening,
know information about a certain
news story you'd like us to cover,
or if you simply are the news, feel
free to send me a message about
it at noreaster.editor@mail.une.
edu or try to find me walking
around campus.
Well, now with that out of

the way, if you're still reading it
could only mean that you want
to know more about me! I'm not
one to boast, but you're definitely
in for a treat with what you're
about to read. I worked on the
paper last year as the managing
editor and tried to get that beast
off the ground and turn it into
something worthwhile. It was my
first time working with a journalistic entity, since I am more used
to creative writing. Somehow I
dealt with the change my writing
style needed to make, and all ofus
on the news staff survived to face
off against the monster known as
'news' once again. Sadly, this is
my fourth year at UNE and my
final fight, so I'll be handing over
the sword if I· survive the year.
But, monster metaphors aside
I've truly enjoyed (most of) my
four years here working toward
an English degree and will miss
(most of) the people I've met
once my time is done. So, with
that aside, let's make it a great
year here at UNE both journalistically and otherwise. Here's to
my news crew and the faithful
Nor'easter Readers; let's keep it
interesting.

MARISSA SIMOES
Managing Editor
So, here I am. Marissa Simoes: Managing Editor of the
Nor'easter News. This newspaper
has become my life, my testament
to my existence here at UNE.
Other than the paper, I'm a junior and a double major in English and Political Science. I spend
most of my time reading. I like
to read the classics. Some of my
favorites include The Brothers
Karamazov, The Fountainhead,
The Pearl and Catch 22. I also
allow myself to indulge in watching fabulously awful television
(I love any reality show that is
on VHl). But my favorite thing
to do is laugh; they say laughter
makes you live longer. If that's
true, I will live forever.
As you can probably tell by

ADAMDEXTER
News Editor
Hello, my name is Adam
Dexter and I am from Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, the golf
capital of the world. I am the
News Editor. I am a freshman at
UNE, with a major in English. I
hope to teach school, be a foreign
correspondent for CNN (think
of a male Christiane Amanpour),
write novels and live in Paris.
Some of my great passions are

TOP LEFT: Donna Oehmig's Untffled. ail and g old leaf o n board; TOP RIGHT: Danna Caron's
Standing Ma le f. mixed media sculpture; 2ND ROW: FSAS. photo by Althea Lawson Scully:
BOTTOM: Cfimb the stoh ta the island in my heart (de/ail) by Sora CraH.

FRANKLIN
STREET
ART SPACE
HOURS SATURDAY NOON TO 6PM & BY APPOINTMENT
-11 FRANKLIN STREET • DOWNTOWN alDDIPOID

www.fronldinstreetartspoce.com
www.myspoce.com/fronklirutreetortspoce
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my devotion to our student publication, I really want to someday be a journalist. No; I will
someday be a journalist. I want
to travel the world, see a little
bit of everything. I believe that
everything is a story; every person's life, every bullet fired, every gust of wind. The stories just
need someone to put them down
into woi;ds. I want to capture and
share the experiences I see with
the world via my pen, my words.
The world will seem much smaller if you can bring a little piece of
it into your life every day as you
sit down and read the paper.
I want to see life for what
it really is: a rotten, cesspool of
festering greed, filth and suffering. Maybe once the world is
exposed, completely devoid of
all its facades, it can begin to become beautiful again. Then, I'll
be out of a job. And I'll smile.
"Journalists are restless voyeurs who see the warts on the
world, the imperfections in people and places.. . gloom is their
game, the spectacle their passion,
normality their nemesis." -Gay
Talese "The Kingdom and the
Power"
French Literature, British Literature, languages (I speak English
and French), and human rights.
I am addicted to many things:
Starbucks and Facebook · and,
more loftily, Dante, Shakespeare,
and Victor Hugo. I love Joyce
Carol Oates, Nietzsche, Karl
Marx, Renaissance and Egyptian History, and, being Canadian French, anything French.
One of my biggest regrets is that
I am not better at math. I have
a horrible habit of correcting ev- ·
eryone's grammar. You may have
seen me around campus: I am the
one with the 'fro, the big laugh,
and what I often mistakenly call
my "wit" (i.e. I put my foot in my
mouth a lot). If I come around
with my little tape recorder and a
notepad, please do not be afraid;
I am just the News Editor.

passion for the outdoors and enjoy participating in sports and
activities.
One interesting thing you
may not notice about me when
you first meet me is that I am
German and can speak it fluently. I love to travel, especially
to Germany to visit my friends
and family there. What appealed
the most to me about getting inJIM CORMIER
volved with the Nor'easter News
Layout Editor
was the idea that I could be inMany of you may recognize volved in spreading the many
me from last year as the opinion dynamic voices and concerns of
editor for the Nor'easter News the UNE community. My goal
but this year I am pleased to is to leave UNE this year with a
· take on the position as the layout newspaper that will continue to
editor. I am a fourth year M edi- flourish as the community uses it
cal Biology major with hopes of as an outlet for discus~ion. Herc's
becoming a dentist after I finish · to the success of the first
and
my endeavors here at QNE. I'm the future of the Nor'easter News
originally from central Maine, ·cheers!• ..
which means that I h~ a strong

~ar
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ALYSSA FASTNACHT
Features Editor
My name is Alyssa Fastnacht, I am a freshman here at
UNE, and I am the features editor for the Nor'easter News. I am
from Salem, NH (not the witch
town, that's Salem, MA).
I graduated from Salem
High School last year and decided to attend UNE for many
reasons. First of all, the occupational therapy program here is
amazing.
Of course, I love the location.
I'm not much of a city person, so
there was no way I was going to a

DIANE FITZPATRICK
Opinion Editor
It's not very often one is
asked to write a paragraph or two
about themselves. It's somewhat
nerve-racking, really. What I am
to say? In all actuality I'm a dull
soul, and this small narrative will
do nothing to establish me as
anything but that neurotic girl
who writes for the school newspaper.
So let us start out somewhere
in the middle of things. In high
school I was a loser. Sad, really.
Except it wasn't. With only a few
friends to worry about, I was able
to take advantage of my unlimited amount of free time by reading, writing, and embarking on
journeys of self-discovery. Being
a loser wasn't so bad; it still isn't.
Fast-forward. I'm an English major here at UNE. Weird,
I know. Most students at UNE
think of the English Department as the Department who
offers those annoying Explorations courses, but really the English Department offers the best

EMELINE EMERY
Photography Editor

school in a place like Boston, and
I'd much rather be a name than a
number. On campus, I'm trying
to get involved in as much as I
can. I love being with and meeting new people, so I've joined
SHAC, Hall Council, Nor'easter
News, TABS, Cardio Club, and
I am also working as a Campus
Blogger for work study.
I love to read, and I am always finding both grammatical
and spelling mistakes everywhere I look. That was a part of
the reason I decided to try for
this position. Beyond that, I just
love editing and reading other
people's work, and again it was
another way for me to get myself
out there and meet more people.
I am really looking forward
to the years ahead of me, and I
am really excited to be a part of
this paper because I think it is
very important for us to have the
ability to voice our opinions and
know what is going on around
campus or home to many of us.
courses available. For homework,
I read a wide variety of texts and
write essays---who could complain about that?
For quite some time, I went
to classes, came home, did my
school work, and participated in
a life separate of all things UNE.
Although I stated on my admissions application the desire to
join a variety of clubs and organizations, I never had any serious
intention to get involved. But
when I heard of the Nor'easter
News, I couldn't pass up an opportunity to express myself, and
improve my writing skills. I chose
to work in Opinions because we
have an unlimited amount of
material to cover, and to be fair,
I tend to be quite biased. I'm
happy I took this opportunity as
writing for this newspaper---and
getting to know all the wonderful people who work to put this
out there-- has been perhaps the
most rewarding of my college experiences.
Anyhow, my favorite book
(at the moment) is Mother Night
by Vonnegut, my favorite album
of all time is the White Album
by the Beatles (cliche, but who
cares?), my favorite color is black,
I love a good chardonnay, I hate
roses, and I do so adore walks on
the beach. When I'm not writing or in classes, I spend my time
with my wonderful family whom
I enjoy immensely.

My name is Emeline Emery,
I was the photography editor last
year and am looking forward to it
again this year. I am a sophomore
studying Pre-Physician Assistant/ Med-Bio and hope to specialize in surgery. I have lived in
a small town in New Hampshire
all my life and I enjoy theater,
volleyball and of course, photography.

RAMIN EDMOND
Sports Editor

KATIE DUNBAR
A&E Editor
I am Catherine with a "C"
and Katie with a "K" Dunbar, the
Arts and Entertainment Editor and a Psychobiology major,
taking on both the behavioral
neuroscience and the compara-

ALEXJAMIESON
Business Manager

Mill
District
BY DINAMENDROS
Journal Tribune
BIDDEFORD - The mill
districts in Saco and Biddeford
are being considered for listing on
the National Register. If accepted,
it will allow developers to apply
for both federal and state historic
tax credits that could be a major
boon for redevelopment efforts.
However some condominium
owners at Saco Island Terrace are
wary about what would be built
to meet the conditions of the tax
credits.
Thursday, staff from the
Maine Historic Preservation
Commission presented information to mill district property owners, city officials and other interested people about what it would
mean if the mill district were accepted for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.
Mill developers and city officials from both Biddeford and
Saco spoke about the benefits
of being listed on the National
Register, and about the door this
would open for developers who
could then apply for tax credits - 20 percent from the federal
government and 25 to 30 percent
from state government - for ex-

I'm an English major in my
fifth year at UNE, and originally
hale from Arlington, Massachusetts. This is my second year
with the newspaper and first
year as sports editor. I joined the
Nor'easter News when it first got
started last year because sports
journalism is something that I
have wanted to pursue for a long
time, and plan to after college.
I recently got a job working
part-time as a sports clerk at the

Portland Press Herald. I would
not have had this opportunity
to work there had I not been
involved in this newspaper. It is
lined up to be a pretty exciting
year in terms of sports at UNE
and we're always looking for new
writers.
ff you're interested in writing for the sports section feel free
to email me at Redmond@mail.
une.edu.

tive ethology tracks. In addition
to A&E, I also do research with
a lab on campus and am an assistant chef at a restaurant back
home in northern Vermont,
where the closest Wal-mart is
two hours away.
I have always loved photography, downhill skiing, reading
and writing poetry, travel, and
drawing, which got me interested
in the A&E section of the newspaper. From my experiences as
editor for this section last year,
I have learned that it is a really
fun section to write for-we have
restaurant reviews, museum features, features of student artists
and musicians, promotions for

campus events, and much more!
So, if you want to join a club
where you find out about the fun
things that are happening around
our community, A&E just might
be the section for you! Even ifyou
don't like to write very much, articles are only half of what you do
in a newspaper. Most of the activity is interviewing and talking
to people, going to cool events,
and knowing what is going on
around campus-with an artist's
perspective. If you are interested
in signing up, you can contact me
at my e-mail, cdunbar@mail.une.
edu or noreaster.arts@mail.une.
edu.

Hey there, My name is Alex
Jamieson, I am a sophomore majoring in MedBio. I got involved
with the newspaper last year
through work study by learning
how to work the financial and
business end of the Nor'Easter
News.
This year my duty is to make
sure that the paper gets circulated not only in our school, but

penses for redeveloping incomeproducing buildings according to
plans which meet National Park
Service standards.
One condition of accepting
tax credits is that owners must
hold onto the property they applied for tax credits on for at least
five years. Condominium owners
fear that Saco Island developers will go back on their plans of
building luxury condominiums
in so-called Building 4 nearby,
which would be sold, and instead
build apartments, which would be
held onto and rented out.
The mill district cannot be
listed on the Register if the majority of owners in the district
write a certified letter in opposition to the listing. The majority
of the 120 owners of mill district
property are condominium owners so if they decide to oppose it,
the listing and the associated tax
credits, would not take place.
Island Terrace Condominium owner Liam Somers said
he is concerned college students
and others who aren't concerned
about the building would move in
and bring down both the quality
of living and property values.
"People would rather have
stakeholders than transients," said

throughout all of the Biddeford
and Saco community, and to
make sure that the club has the
financial aid it needs to get that
done. I keep the paper's budget is
in check and also to try to get advertisements from local business,
so that hopefully some of the
supplies and printing costs will
eventually pay for itsel£

Chuck Homler, President of the
Island Terrace Condominium
Association in a telephone interview Wednesday.
Bob Martin, Chief Operat-.
ing Officer of Island Point Terrace, said condominium owners'
fears and concerns are misplaced.
"We have no intention of creating
an 'Animal House,"' he said. "We
wouldn't put our investment at
risk."
"It would be a serious mistake to vote down" listing on the
register and would have "an enormous negative impact on Saco
and Biddeford."
The current real estate climate
isn't conducive to building luxury
condominiums, said Martin, an<l
in the short-term constructing
luxury apartments is being considered in order to take advantage
of the state and federal tax credits.
However, he said, the long-term
plans to create condominiums remain unchanged. He noted that
in order to benefit from the S30
million Tax Increment Financing
credit enhancement agreement
with the city of Saco, Island Point
Terrace must build condominiums.
Martin said he would answer
See MILL DISTRICT, page 9
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WESTBROOK MOVES TO SINGLE
SORT RECYCLING
BY SARAHTUTTLE
Nor'easter Staff
This past Summer, the University of New England (UNE)
set up a single sort recycling program on the Westbrook College
Campus. In the Spring, students
and staff could only recycle paper,
cardboard and returnable bottles
and cans. Now, everything from
yogurt containers to empty aerosol containers and pizza boxes
can be placed in the green bins
around campus for convenient,
eco-friendly disposal.
The new recycling program is
a perfect example of tenacity paying off The program was instigated due to the consistent pressure
of UNE community members
expressing their desire for a better
recycling program. Staff members
such as Laurie Mathes, who works
in the library on the Westbrook
Campus, brought their concerns
to the Environmental Council
(EC). As a result, in the Spring
of2008 the EC, a group ofUNE
community members from all
levels of administration and the
student body, formed a recycling
sub-committee. Elisabeth Haase
of the Environmental Health and
Safety Department was elected as
chair.
Over the summer, Haase
worked with and supervised two
work study students: Lindsay
Kelly, a sophomore studying Marine Biology and Environmental
Science, and Sarah Tuttle, a senior
studying Environmental Studies and English. Kelly and Tuttle
worked from May through August to get the program envisioned
by the Environmental Council up
and running. Alethea Carridi,
the Sustainability Coordinator
for UNE who also worked with

the students, said, "The education
and customer service opportunities had to be handled carefully in
order for the program to be a success, so there was a lot of time devoted to the finer points." Among
the finer points alluded to were

story conveyor belt, where workers and machines sort the material
for resale.
Michael Daley, Assistant
Professor of Economic, Department of Business
and Communications and Co-

PERRI FINE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

RECYCLE: UNE has set up a new recycling program.

designing clear signs, distributing educational materials and
working with housekeeping staff
to ensure the program would run
smoothly.
The housekeeping staff empties and regulates the recycling
bins on a day-to-day basis, and as
such is indispensable to the recycling program. Kelly and Tuttle
would like them to know that
their input and help this summer
was "very much appreciated."
Westbrook College Campus recycling is now collected by
EcoMaine, a single-sort recycling
facility that collects waste from
several municipalities and institutions across Southern Maine.
Upon arrival at the facility, recycling gets loaded onto a three-

chair of the Environmental Council, said, "the program required
a dedicated effort from students
and the folks in facilties, as well
as a push from the whole UNE
community, to become a functioning program that will make
the UNE community proud. It
is yet another example, along
with zip cars, a bicycle program,
a shuttle service, and hiring a sustainability coordinator that demonstrates UNE takes seriously it's
commitment to environmental
stewardship."
For more information on
UNE's single sort recycling program, visit the recycling website
at www.une.edu/recycle.

members due to safety issues, but
this
year the addition of a safety
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
rail in the lighthouse meant that
On June 2nd of that year the Bid- others could now climb the nardeford Daily Journal reported the row stone stairs to the 60-foot
grim story involving the trinity of high light. As.we climbed and the
Wood Island inhabitants.
stairs became thinner and thinMilliken happened upon a ner, our Converse shoes slipped
drunken Hobbs, who was bran- around on the stone steps while
dishing a gun. Hobbs claimed to the air became suffocating hot.
be going to 'shoot some birds', but We quickly realized that we
thinking that the situation was definitely weren't cut out for this
unsafe, Milliken attempted to re- job in even the most pristine of
lieve the drunken fisherman of his weather conditions.
Atop the tower the, now auweapon. However, Hobbs was n(?t
willing to hand over the rifle, and tomated, 35-watt bulb spun in the
instead shot Milliken, leaving the blistering heat. Seeking to escape
man's wife husbandless and his the stuffy air, we both ventured
three children without a father. through a small hole and crawled
Overcome with a drunken grief, onto the outside railing, taking in
Hobbs quickly made his way to the refreshing sea breeze and the
the lighthouse and confessed the call of hundreds of agitated gulls.
whole story to Orcutt. The light The salt air whipped over us as we
keeper advised the murderer to stood high in the air, not wanting
turn himself in, but Milliken to descend the treacherous staircouldn't bring himself to do that. way, but it was time for us to leave
Instead, Milliken ended his own the tower and venture in to the
life in a nearby shack.
supposedly haunted house.
The site of these deaths was
While we walked through
inaccessible to non-FOWIL the supposedly haunted house

we forced ourselves to remember
that as with any tragic story, myth
and legend grows around it. For
as long as anyone can remember,
Wood Island Lighthouse has always been "haunted."This mythos
grew increasingly popular after
the last lighthouse keeper left
the island for good in 1986, and
it stayed in our minds as we left
the island also. Is the 200 year old
lighthouse haunted by the ghost
of a guilt-ridden fisherman? That
depends on who you ask, but as
with all ghost stories there's really
no way to know for sure. Check
the island out for yourself sometime and make your own opinion, but until then email us with
places you want us to investigate
at awertman@mail.une.edu and
be sure to keep your new semester
weird!
-T&.M

ISLAND

Meet the Maverick
BY CHRIS ANDREWS
Nor'easter Staff
Born, August 29th, 1936 in
the American controlled Panama
Canal Zone, John McCain was
the second child of John S. McCain Jr. and Roberta Wright.
John and his family traveled
throughout the country and the
Pacific for most of his childhood,
finally settling in northern Virginia in 1951. Three years later he
graduated from a private preparatory boarding school, excelling
in wrestling. After graduating,
McCain followed in his father
and grandfather's footsteps and
entered the United States Naval
Academy, at Annapolis. While
there he clashed with upper ranking personnel because he did not
always obey the rules. Despite his
intelligence, McCain earned a
low class rank.
In 1960 he completed flight
school and piloted naval groundattack aircraft aboard the aircraft
carrier the USS Intrepid. In 1967
his combat duty began when his
ship was assigned to Vietnam. In
July of the same year, McCain was
almost killed during the Forrestal
fire when a bomb exploded near
him while he attempted to save
a fellow pilot. The fire killed 134
sailors.
John McCain became a prisoner of war in October of 196 7
when his plane was shot down.
His captors refused to treat the
badly injured McCain, instead
interrogating him until it was discovered his father was a top admiral. Nearly a year later, he was

MILL DIS-

TRICT

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

condominium owners' questions
and concerns at their association
meeting next Wednesday.
The mill district area under consideration for placement
on the register traverses 3 8 acres
on both sides of the Saco River.
There are 18 properties with 42
contributing building including
the former York Manufacturing, Laconia Company, Pepperell
Manufacturing and Saco Water
Power Company - which were
the Saco-Lowell Shops.
The process started a year ago
when commission staffwas invited
to look over the mill buildings to
see whether they met the criteria
to be nominated for the National
Register, said Christi Mitchell,
the National Register coordinator
for the commission. Upon evalu-

relentlessly tortured, beaten and
malnourished until he was made
to prepare an anti-American confession. McCain has stated that
he always felt this was a dishonorable act, and he later wrote "I
had learned what we all learned
over there: Every man has his
breaking point. I had reached
mine." Nearly all tortured POWs
reached some sort of breaking
point at the hands of their captors. On March 14, 1973, he was
released from captivity.
After the Navy,John McCain became motivated to become
a Congressman. He ran as a Republican in Arizona's 1st congressional district in 1982. John McCain's politics were mostly in line
with President Ronald Regan and
his Reaganomics. In 1987 joined
the Senate after defeating Democratic candidate Richard Kimball
in the 1986 election. In the early
90's McCain earned the name
"Maverick Republican'' and has
since adopted the name. In 1999
he announced his intent on gaining the republican nomination
for Presidency. McCain ran ads
accusing Bush oflying and comparing the governor to Bill Clinton, which Bush said was "about
as low a blow as you can give in a
Republican primary." Bush went
on to gain the republican nomination after a series of defeats
stemming from a defeat in South
Carolina.
And in April of 2007, John
McCain formally announced his
second attempted at gaining the
Republican nomination for Presidency in the 2008 election.
ation, commission staff found
that the district as a whole possessed the quality of significance
in history, as well as attributes like
integrity of location, design, setting and other criteria necessary
to meet to be nominated to the
Register.
On Oct. 24, the commission's
Review Board will meet to decide
whether or not to approve the
mill district nomination. If so the
Keeper of the Register in Washington, D.C. makes the :final decision on whether the district is
placed on the register.
Those mill district property
owners opposing listing on the
National Register have until Oct.
23 to send a notarized, certified
letter the Maine Historic Preservation Commission expressing
their opposition.
- Contact Dina Mendros by
calling 282-1535, Ext. 324, or via
e-mail at dmendros@gwi.net.
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Women's Soccer: Kickin' it Up a Notch
BY RAMIN EDMOND
Nor'easter Staff
UNE's Women's Soccer team
(4-1) is hot out the gate to start
their 2008 season. Coach Doug
Biggs, in his 18th year at the helm,
believes this early success should
continue. "We're going to surprise
a lot of people," said Biggs, "we
already have."
Biggs believes that last year's
disappointing record (5-11-1) did
not speak to how well his team
had performed. In fact, the program's frustrating season included
seven loses by just one goal. The
team competed well with everyone they played, only being
noticeably overmatched by top
seeded Endicott College. Because
of this, Biggs believes the returning players were far more focused
on preparing for this season by
actively participating in conditioning and weight training programs, which are not required or
organized by the team.
Another reason for the team's
success is the many new faces on
this year's roster. The program
brought in an astounding nine
freshmen players to the team
along with one junior transfer
~.. student. With UNE expanding in
size, every year the school enrolls
more students than the previous
year, there is more money being
funded towards the Athletic department for matters such as recruiting. The increase in students

7"
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GIRLS SOCCER: Cassie Zdrojeski and UNE's girls soccer team are "kickin' it up a notch."

and funding makes the recruiting process much easier for all of
UNE's coaches. "This is the best
recruiting year we've ever had"
said Biggs, "we had a lot of holes
to fill, and we did that." These
holes came from the six seniors
on last year's roster that have
now graduated, including last
year's scoring leader and UNE's
fifth all-time scoring and points
leader, Amanda Smith. Despite
their loss, this team has been able
to score even more affectively by

out shooting opponents 111 to 46
in just five games, only being out
shot by Colby College 15 to 22 in
a 1-0 overtime loss.
"Smitty is a great player,"
Biggs explains about Smith, "but
when she was here, she had a lot of
weight on her shoulders because
she had to do most of the scoring.
Our team wasn't as balanced as it
is now, but now our team is more
balanced." By comparing Soccer
to Basketball, he explained that it
was easier for opposing teams last

year to defend against UNE's forwards by paying most of their attention towards Smith in order to
take out UNE's top scoring threat.
Now, thanks to a great recruiting
year and returning players stepping up, there are more shooters
on the roster for a more balanced
offense.
This young team, which
starting line up consists of two
freshmen, five sophomores and
four juniors, does not have a lone
scorer who does the load of the

shooting. There are six players
who have at least ten shots and
five players with at least two goals
just five games into the season.
"We play as a team," said Biggs,
"we don't have just one shooter.''
Along with this young balanced
offense is what Coach Biggs
called "an attacking defense." The
play of the defensive backs on the
team have made goalie Leigh Engel's job much easier by displaying
great ball control, allowing as few
shots as possible and continuously
sending the ball down field giving
their forwards and midfielders
more opportunities to score.
Although this was a great
year for the program in terms of
recruiting, Coach Biggs does admit he is concerned that his efforts to bring in a back up goalie
went unrewarded. With no actual
back up goalie, the team would
have a player from another position volunteer to pl~y the net in
the event of Engel leaving a game
due to injury.
As the conference games in
the schedule have now started,
the opponents will continue to
become much tougher for the
Nor'Easters, but with last year's
disappointing finish in the back
of the returning players' minds,
UNE will make a strong push for
the conference tournament.

Volleyball Slams at UNE
BY JOHN-MICHAEL
CASCIO
Nor'easter Staff
As school opens up and
students start figuring out their
schedules, the fall athletes are
starting their regular season after a long two-week preseason.
Women's volleyball is no stranger
to this, running triple sessions
during the closing days of August.
The season opener was tough for
the lady Nor'easters who lost nine
out of ten games against Endicott
(3-0), Wheaton (3 -0), and G ordon College (3-1).
"It was really discouraging
because we all felt like we had
been working so hard and that
there was just something missing,"
said Sophomore Chelsea Boyle.
"However, coach never gave up
on us and she kept pushing and
promising we were almost there.''
After shaking this off the ladies entered another match day
against Amherst College, Rivier
College, and Roger Williams
University. After loosing 3-0 to
Amherst, UNE recorded their
first win against Rivier 3-2; however they were unable to hold it
for very long rounding out the

day with another loss against
Roger Williams.
With a 1-5 record, the ladies
were looking to pick up a big win
against a highly skilled Bowdoin
squad.
"The team was very strong
yet we stayed with them point for
point," said Boyle. "Going into
the game, we knew we had to
bring our best effort to the court
to pull of the win."
Unfortunately the Polar
Bears were too strong for the
Nor'easters blanking them 3-0.
Now with a 1-6 record the team
knew they needed to step up their
game and start playing the way
they knew how. Entering with
a new attitude, the Nor'easters
traveled down to Boston to play
Wentworth Institute ofTechnology. The attitude was just right,
shutting out Wentworth 3-0.
This got the ladies rolling, winning their next two games 3-1
against St. Joes and 3-2 against
Roger Williams in their home
opener. This improved the ladies
record to 4-6 overall and 2-0 in
conference play.
"To beat RWU in front of
our home crowd was a huge step
fon.vard for us," said Boyle. "We

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL: UNE girl's volleyball team starts up this season on the wrong foot but have high hopes.

started off a little rough but we
have high hopes for the season.
There is no reason we should
not contend for conference
champs this year and the rest of

the TCCC see us as underdogs
but each girl on our team believes
that we can compete with the
best.''
Check out the UNE athletics

website for upcoming volleyball
matches. Future matches include
Colby Sawyer on October 14 and
Gordon and Endicott on November 1.
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Promising New Students for a Promising New Hockey Team
BY BRIAN MULDOON
Nor'easter Staff
It's near to a new season, which is exactly what the
Nor'Easter Men's Ice Hockey
Team is looking forward to. After
a disappointing 3-11-2 record in
their first season since the 1970s,
the boys cannot wait to get back
on the ice.
Coach Brad Holt did some
heavy recruiting for the upcoming season, bringing players from
Canada, Ukraine, and the New
England area to try out for this
year's squad. These new players
will be joining key returnees, captain Dana Gobeil, leading goal
scorer Grant Gosselin and starting goaltender Mike Roper.
Captain Gobeil is ready for
this season to begin, "We have
a new team, with a new attitude
and we're anxious to get out on
the ice." Gosselin also feels this
team will be ready to bring home
some wins, "I'm very confident for
this upcoming season. We have a
good group of returning guys and

UNE COMMUNICATIONS

HOCKEY: UNE's Dana Gobeil skating in the 2007-2008 hockey season.

Nor' Easters Baseball Early Season
Struggles
BY ANDREW FREDETTE
Nor'easter Staff
After a slow start to their
season, the Nor'easters men's club
baseball team is looking to make
strides to get back to .500 and get
back into playoff contention. The
Nor'easters have had tough luck
in the beginning of their season.
At the first double header of the
year, the Nor'easters lost both
games. The first game was not
close, with the Nor'easters going
down 13-3 to the University of
Maine club baseball team. The
second game was a lot closer, but

again the Nor'easters lost 13-12
after a marathon feeling 10-inning game to the Black Bears of
Maine.
In their third game of the season the ijor'easters faced a tough
team when the Northeastern
Huskies traveled to Biddeford
to play at St. Louis Field. The
Nor'easters were knocked out of
the playoffs the previous year by
the Huskies so revenge was on
the mind of the players. Unfortunately the Nor'easters did not
bring their best game to the plate
and the Huskies took advantage
and pulled out the victory 13-6.

How Old Should Kids Be
Preparing for the Bigs?

In the Nor'easters' fourth game of

BY MICHAEL NATAUPSKY

the season they took a trip down
to Boston to play Boston University. The Nor'easters played a solid
6 innings of baseball, but again
came up short losing 6-5 in another thrilling extra inning game.
The players are looking to turn
their season around and build
experience on the strong performance they had against the Terriers.The Nor'easters have faith that
they will be able to turn around
their season make the playoffs
and make a strong push to the
Championship.

Nor'easter Staff

Biddeford's only

Seaside Dining
Lunch & Dinner served daily, closed Mondays

2-fer Tuesdays
Get 2 dinners for s19.95. Choose from 8+ entrees.
Homemade soups and desserts

- SPECIALS DAILY 122 HILLS BEACH RD., BIDDEFORD • 284-6000
BEER, WINE & TAKE-OUT AVAILABLE
NEW FALL HOURS: LUNCH 11 :30-2:00 • DINNER 5:00-8:30
Visit our website at buffleheadsrestaurant.com

a very promising incoming class."
Coach Brad Holt also brought in
a new top assistant coach, former
Biddeford High School coach Jamie Gagnon. Gagnon directed
the Tigers to back-to-back Class
A championships.
With the new players and
assistant coach, the Nor'Easters
have a lot more leadership both
on and off the ice. "We have a lot
more experience on the ice, which
will play a huge roll for us. Anytime you have more experience,
wins come a lot easier."
The Nor'easters got off to a
sluggish start in their inaugural
season, but by putting together
back to back wins to finish their
season, the "Nor'easter Nasties"
have a lot to hope for as they look
to break opposing teams spirits
and dreams.
The Nor'easters open up their
season with a Blue and White
game on October 18th and start
their official season against Westfield State on Halloween.
Good luck boys, we'll be
rooting for you.

I think I was around the
age of eight years old when I first
said, "I want to be a pro baseball
player!" to my parents. They probably just laughed as they stood
there and watched me throw a
squishy baseball against the side
of the house at probably around
four mph. At that time they were
probably thinking, "even if he
wants to make it to the professional level he definitely won't
make it there for at least fifteen
years." My question is what if
they had decided to narrow that
number down to a decade? What
if they put me on an intense diet
and lifting schedule? Would I be
better off if they had? The numbers of professional athletes that
come straight out of high school
are multiplying. I'm sure you
could think of three or four basketball players alone right now
while you're reading this article.
Well, I obviously never made
it to the 'big leagues' and frankly
most young hopefuls never make
it to the professional level, especially straight out of high school.
Now, what if hypothetically we
started training kids earlier?
Like for instance middle school,
is that ethically sound? Or how
about grade school? Is it so bad
for people to prepare kids for a
market that is gearing towards
younger and younger athletes?
Let's face it, athletes are probably
one of the most stable and welloff demographics in our nation.
Why wouldn't parents want to
give little Billy the edge on the
other kids? Many franchise play-

ers, for example LeBronJames or
Kevin Garnett, came straight out
of high school.
Another sport that has always
had controversy involving the age
of their competitors is Gymnastics And this summer's Olympic gymnasts were no exception.
Gymnasts have been competing
in the Olympics at the age of 16
since the mid 1990's, and prior
to which the age limit was even
younger! An interesting example
of this debate revealed itself in
this year's Olympic games. A
competitor named He Kexin,
who was all of 4 foot 8 inches
and 72 pounds, was introduced. A
story in the New York Times by
two reporters named Jere Longman and Juliet Macur, was published informing us that although
the Chinese government had
presented passports showing that
Kexin was sixteen, newspaper
profiles were found that seemed
to contradict the age that they
presented in her passport. These
profiles listed Kexin had a birth
date of January 1st, 1994, making
her a startling 14 years old. Zhang
Hongliang, an official with the
Chinese Gymnastics Federation,
stated that maybe the reporters
made mistakes in the newspaper
listings.
Some people may think that
they are just propelling their children into future stardom, and
others see this issue as potentially
physically and psychologically
harmful. My question is when are
we pushing this issue too far? Are
we going to start giving our children whey protein in their milk
bottles?
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UNE Athletic Statistics
BY RAMIN EDMOND
Nor'easter Staff
September 20th
Volleyball
UNE3 RWU2
In their first home match of the
season, the Nor'easters (4-6) came
back from a 2-1 deficit for their
first conference win. Alex Toregas
had a match high 17 kills while
Ellen Choinski had 18 assists and
4 blocks for the home team.

1.Vomen's Soccer
UNE 1 Nichols 0
The Nor'easters (4-1) record their
second conference win in as many
chances off a goal by junior Ali
Trafton late in the second half.
Sophomore Michelle Epstein had
the assist.
Men's Soccer
UNE 2 Nichols 2 20T
The No/Easters ended their
fourth home game in a 2-2 tie
against the bison of Nichols College. UNE's goals were scored by
freshmen Dan Crear and Owen
Evans.
Golf
Maine Intercollegiate Championship
UNE posted a two day team
score good enough to place them
seventh amongst the twelve participating teams. Senior Anthony
Guarini drained a hole-in-one
on the seventh hole during day
two of competition. Senior Cory
Guenette led the way for the
Nor'Easers with a two-day total
of 174.
Field Hockey
UNE3 WNEC2
Junior Taryn Flagg led the way for
the home team scoring two goals
in the contest. Sophomore goalie
Ayla Nelson made four saves to
aid in the win. UNE improves to
2-2.
September 23rd
Women's Soccer
UNE2 CSC 1
The Nor'Easters improved to 3-0
in conference play in their home
victory over the chargers. Freshmen Sarah Richardson and sophomore Michelle Epstein scored
for UNE, while junior goalkeeper
Leigh Engel tallied four saves.

Golf
John Qieenan Memorial Tournament
Racking up a total team score of
334, UNE tied for fourth place
amongst seven teams. Junior Nathan Fairfield and senior Shawn
Pabst posted the best scores, both
shooting 82.
Men's Soccer
UNE2 CSC 1
With both goals coming in the
first half, the Nor'Easters were
able to hang on to clinch the victory. Freshmen Dan Crear and
Kiel Hiller each scored a goal in
the contest. UNE improves to

2-2-2 with the home win.

career day shooting a 77, which
tied for 8th out of 77 at the USM
Fall Classic. UNE finished dead
last out of five with a total score
of 329.

September 24th
Field Hockey
UNE 3 UMass Dartmouth 4
OT
Despite a tough fight, the September 30th
Nor'Easters dropped a game to Volleyball
the corsairs at home in a sudden- UNE 3 Salve Regina 2
death overtime match. Providing Junior Ellen Choinski had 41 asthe scoring for UNE were seniors sists in UNE's sixth conference
Kim Anderson, Nicole Mace, and · win in as many chances. Alex
Toregas had a match high 17
junior Taryn Flagg.
kills.
Volleyball
October 2nd
UNE3 ENC 1
Today's home win over East- Men's Soccer
ern Nazarene College extended UNE O Gordon 1
UNE's win streak to four. The The Nor'easters fell to 1-3-1 in the
Nor'Easters were led by senior conference as they lost their secAlex Toregas putting .up 14 kills ond home game in a row. Derek
and eight blocks. Also playing Poulin had 5 saves in the game.
large roles in the win were juniors
Ellen Choinski and Claire Var- Women's Soccer
UNE 4 Gordon 1
ner.
UNE won its fourth conference
September 27th
match in as many chances by
beating Gordon at home. SophoWomen's Cross Country
more Michelle Epstein, FreshElms College Blazer Invitational
UNE claimed the first place team man Sarah Richardson and Junior
title only two points better than Ali Trafton each had one goal and
Lesley College. Freshmen Jess one assist in the game. Freshman
Partlow set a new course record, Maggie Mahoney also scored.
scorching the 5k course in a time
of 19:48. The Nor'Easters placed Field Hockey
four runners in the top ten.
UNE 8 Thomas 0
Men's Cross Country
Junior Taryn Flagg had two goals
and two assists for the Nor'easters
~lms College Blazer Invitational
The Nor'Easters recorded 28 in their first shutout of the season
points to claim their first team at home. Sophomore Michaela
victory in five seasons. Matt Veiga Franey and Freshman Michelle
led the way placing third in a time Oswald each scored twice as well
of 28:41 while four of his team- in the game.
mates followed finishing in places
October 3rd
seven through ten.
Golf
2008 Southern Maine Cup, Sable
Volleyball
Oaks G.C.
UNE3 WNEC 1
UNE improves to 6-6 overall, UNE finished in second place in
and 4-0 in conference play with the four team tournament scoring
tonight's win at Anna Maria Col- a 235 behind USM's 218. Senior
lege. Junior Claire Varner posted Shawn Pabst and Freshman Sean
a double-double with 14 kills and Caddigan led the Nor'easters in
18 digs.
the pair's tournament by shooting
UNE 3 Anna Maria 0
a 72, which was the second best
Claire Varner had another solid round of the afternoon.
performance in their win over the
amcats. Varner put up four kills, Volleyball
nine digs, and three service aces.
UNE 3 Emmanuel 1
Senior Alex Toregas had 17
September 29th
kills and 6 blocks to lead the
Field Hockey
Nor'easters to their eight win in a
row. This is the longest win streak
UNE2 USM5
Despite a late push, to end the for the program since 1998. Jugame, the Nor'easters lost at home nior Clair Varner had 10 kills and
to USM. Senior Nicole Mace and 18 digs.
Sophomore Cassandra Bushey UNE 1 Keene 3
both scored in the final 12 min- Keene State, who is ranked 11th
utes of the contest.
in New England, ended UNE's
eight game winning streak in The
Men's Soccer
Nor'easters' second match of the
UNE 1 Salve Regina 2 20T
day. Junior Claire Varner had 15
Down 1-0 with just under a min- kills and 16 digs while senior Alex
Ut;! remaining, freshman Kiel Toregas had 9 kills and 5 blocks.
Hiller scored from 25 yards out
to force overtime. Eric Goldberg October 4th
had the assist. The Nor'easters Field Hockey
gave up the game winning goal UNE 6 Anna Maria 0
with 4:57 seconds left in the sec- Senior Kim Anderson scored
ond overtime.
three goals on the day to lead
UNE (4-4) to a win over Anna
Golf
Maria College (1-9) in Paxton,
USM Fall Classic
MA.
Freshman Sean Caddigan had a

Men's Soccer
UNEO Curry2
The Nor'easters (2-5-2) were
shut out in Milton, MA for their
fourth conference loss of the season. Junior Derek Poulin had five
saves in the game.

Women's Cross Country
Pop Crowell Invitational, hosted
by Gordon College.
UNE placed 7th out of 25 teams
thanks to Jess Partlow, who finished 9th overall out of 276 runners.

Women's Soccer
UNE2 CurryO
The Nor'easters (7-1) won their
fifth conference match in as many
chances against Curry (7-3-1)
in Milton, MA. Sophomore Michelle Epstein and Freshman
Maggie Mahoney both scored.

October 7th
Field Hockey
UNEO NEC4
Ayla Nelson had 7 saves for the
Nor'easters (4-5) in a losing effort
to New England College (7-4)
in Henniker, NH. The loss drops
UNE to 2-2 in conference play.
Women's Soccer
UNE 7 Regis 1
Freshman Sarah Richardson
scored a career-high three goals
along with two assists for UNE
(8-1) in their conference win
over Regis College (1-11). Maggie Mahoney had a goal and two
assists, while Michelle Epstein
scored two goals. The Nor'easters
are now 6-0 in TCCC play, good
for third place in the standings
behind Endicott (7-0-1) and
Roger Williams (7-1) who they'll
play in back to back away games
late this month.

Volleyball
UNE 1 Gordon 3
Despite a strong effort, UNE lost
to Gordon in Brunswick, ME.
Junior Claire Varner had a season
high 20 kills to go along with 21
digs. Senior Alex Toregas had 9
kills and 3 blocks.
UNE O Rivier 3
The Nor'easters (9-9) lost their
third game in just 24 hours when
they played Rivier (9-6) in Brunswick, ME. Junior Ellen Choinski
had 22 assists in the match.
Golf
Sid Farr Invitational, Waterville
Country Club.
Junior Nathan Fairfield finished
the day with seven points to lead
the Nor'easters to fifth place out
of seven for a combined total of
22 points. Husson College won,
scoring a 58.

October 8th
Volleyball
UNE 3 ColbyO
Alex Toregas had eleven kills for
UNE (10-9) in their home win
over Colby (9-9). Junior Claire
Varner had eight kills and ten
digs while classmate Ellen Choinski recorded 19 assists and ten
digs.

Men's Cross Country
Pop Crowell Invitational, hosted
by Gordon College.
Sophomore Matt Veiga led the
way for UNE by finishing in 10th
place out of 232 runners to help
land the Nor'easters in 6th place
out of 24 teams. Sophomore Josh
Grenier finished 45th and freshman Bosco Oringa finished 47th.

Men's Soccer
UNE 6 Regis 0
There were six different goal scorers for the Nor'easters in their win
over Regis College in Weston,
MA. freshman Kiel Hiller had
a goal and an assist while sophomore Jason Marks had two assists
in the game. UNE out shot Regis
16-1.
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Explore City Life at the Portland Museum ofArt
BY KATIE DUNBAR
Nor'easter Staff
Watching artists at work.
Participating in the creation of a
collaborative piece of art. Purchasing a striking portrait to
take home with you. What do
all these activities have in common? They will all be available to
the public this Saturday, October
18, when Community Partners
will be hosting the "Hands and
HeARTS" event in the North
Dam Mill downtown. With a
student discount for only $10 admission, and advanced tickets for
adults for only $25, the event is
well worth attending. "It's a great
way to get art out in the community," says Debra Holloway, the
Director of Community Relations
and Development at Community
Partners.
Starting at 4 pm, several artists will be working on pieces in
their particular medium, including Anastasia S. Weigle of "In
A Bind" gallery and studio and
Wiggle Weigle's Books who will
be demonstrating assemblage art
making. Also at that time, the
public is encouraged to participate
in the collaborative pieces open
to the community or one of the
various venues of individual artists. Donna Chick will be painting on driftwood and tree fungi,
and Brenda Mitchell will exhibit

her fiber arts. Also, Kymara Lonergan and Jakk Blood of The Kymara Gallery will facilitate two
community collaborative venues, one featuring mask making
and another painting on canvas.
The artist venues are really what
makes this event unique.
Sarah R. Gorham, a professor at UNE with a studio in the
North Dam Mill, will also be
presenting a venue, painting to
music. She will also be donating
a piece to the auction that will
take place later in the evening. "I
always feel like doing some giving," says Gorham. "Giving back
to the community is important
to me." Working with various
mediums, Gorham conveys the
"balance of internal and external
elements" through her depictions
of reflections in water. "We walk
through life and it's kind of hectic
and crazy... painting water helps
me become more grounded and
bring together how I aspire to
be."
"Painting images of water is
an analogy for me to our emotions
and the way we live our lives," says
Gorham.
Whereas many auctions are
more fiscally oriented, the Hands
and HeARTS event is aimed at
"Celebrating Community & Diversity Through Art." The event
welcomes all ages, and both established and emerging artists.

.

SARAH GORHAM, UNE PROFESSOR

HEARTS AND HANDS: Local artists stage a "live art" event at the Portland Museum of Art.

A community outreach program
that started a year ago, Community Partners, has since been planning the event. One of the main
objectives is to have the local
community get involved. "Some
people are so afraid of art, they
think it is only for the select few,"
says Holloway. "We want to get
people in the community to participate ... and break down those
barriers."

Restaurant review: Qye Hong
Located on Main Street in
Biddeford Qye Hong, the Vietnamese Restaurant, is both easily
found and conveniently located
for UNE students. Service was
prompt, prices were reasonable,
and the premises were well kept.
Overall, I greatly enjoyed dining
here.
My friend and I went to Qye
Hong during lunch hours on a
weekday, around one. We easily found a parking spot directly
across the street and went inside.
It wasn't entirely empty, but was
by no stretch of the imagination
packed, which seemed rather silly
in retrospect since it is a really
nice place to go.
Upon walking into the restaurant, the ethnic atmosphere
was readily apparent. While
waiting for our meal, we noticed
some rather unique oriental styled
paintings as well as intricately detailed curtains in the windows.
Service was prompt, with a
woman coming to take our order
immediately. The woman did have
a rather thick accent which was a
bit difficult to decipher at first, but
was very nice. When we enquired

I

BYAMANDACAVANAUGH
Nor'easter Staff
With a degree in medicine
and a love for art, Kymara was
eventually able to bring both
worlds into one.

ELLEN FAULlSE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

QUE HONG: Vietnamese Restaurant, Qye Hong, is located in downtown Biddeford.

about items on the menu, she
was honest about them, letting us
know that some things were an
acquired taste, and making sure
we knew that some of the foods
we were ordering were rather hot.
She was informative in a way that

"We used to have an extensive
art program," explains Holloway,
"we've been trying to raise funding and grants for opportunities
for creative arts."
"We've been wanting to leave
our mark since the beginning of
time," says Holloway. "Since cavemen started painting their handprints on walls ... [by creating art]
you're leaving your mark."

"The Factory" In Biddeford's Mill

BY CAITO'CONNOR
Nor'easter Staff

There will be an art preview
reception and a silent auction at
5:30 pm, catered by the Union
House Cafe, Vervacious, ~nd The
Sweet Specialist. This will be
followed by the live auction at 7
pm, presented by the Saco River
Auction House. The profits from
the event are to go to Community Partners, Inc. which has been
supporting Maine residents with
a variety of disabilities since 1967.

you could tell was being considerate, and not pretentious.
For drinks, my friend chose
a mango juice to which she gives
the highest possible reviews of to
anyone who will listen. I chose
See QUE HONG page 14

"There is an art in medicine," Kymara said. With Warhol as her
inspiration, she brought art into
her life in any way that she could.
Kymara is now busy as an Installation Artist as well as building
up her aesthetics business. Her
business is nestled in the back of
her factory. In aesthetics, art and
medicine are allowed, if not needed, to intertwine with one another. Installation artists are hired to
do research on a certain theme or
era and to depict this in a room
or building. Kymara worked on
projects on the Victorian era
previously to her current project
of recreating Warhol's Factory; a
project that is completely her own
idea.
At age eleven, Kymara found herself fascinated with Andy Warhol's world. As a child Kymara
attended a Catholic school in

Connecticut and often visited the
public library. She found magazines of the Warhol culture, one
of which was known as "Look."
After learning of his factory and
everything that Andy Warhol was
involved in, she knew that art was
her true passion.
"That's all I've ever wanted to do,"
said Kymara.
Beginning her college career at
Central Connecticut majoring
in Pre-Med and Anthropology,
she then decided to pursue her
true passion, where she focused
on art and design before opening
her own studio. Her hometown in
Connecticut was very near New
York and with many visits Kymara grew intrigued with the city
of which Andy Warhol's factory
stood. Although she loved the
city, Kymara knew she belonged
in the country. She was able to
find the perfect medium, bringing
a slice of New York to her home
and workplace within the beautiful state of Maine.
Kymara continues her successful
See KYMARA, page 14
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World Renowned Composers Visit UNE
BY TOM MALONEY
Nor'easter Staff
UNE has the privilege of
welcoming two world renowned
composers, Robert Cogan and
Pozzi Escot, to residency on the
University campus and Westbrook Campus during the week
of October 12-18. The composers
will be giving lectures on various
subjects relating to music theory,
ranging from neurology to politics.
Cogan and Escot were selected through the Council of
Independent Colleges' Woodrow
Wilson Visiting Fellow program.
UNE had to apply to this competitive program which offers experts from different professions
who travel to schools giving lectures and demonstrations on their
work. These professionals include
TV anchors, Business Executives,
and Academics from all fields. In
this case, UNE selected the composers Robert Cogan and Pozzi
Escot for a good reason.
Cogan and Escot hail from
the New England Conservatory
of Music in Massachusetts. Both

KYMARA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

career in the mills in Biddeford,
Maine. The space that was once
"raw factory" is now magnificently decorated by Kymara herself 4,000 square feet of silver
foil glimmer over every inch of
wall and pole in the area,just as it
would in Andy Warhol's factory.
Christopher Lynch took photos
in New York during a ceremony
to commemorate Andy Warhol's
work and these photos are hanging brilliantly from the walls of
Kymara's Factory.

composers have received high acclaim for their original and astute
contribution to performance and
music theory. Cogan and Escot
will bring along a highly regarded
group of performers for a final
concert on Thursday, October 16
at the Portland Conservatory of
Music at the Woodfords Congregational Church.
Cogan's and Escot's expertise is
in Music Theory. The composers
focus on many aspects of Music
Theory and science including
tonal color and sound waves. Because of their wide background
in music, Cogan and Escot will
be able to connect a discussion
of music to physics, mathematics, language, biology, psychology,
neurology, history, and even politics.
The two composers will be
giving lectures in certain class
rooms focused on different issues
relating to music and music theory. If Cogan and Escot will not be
attending one of your classes, they
will be taking part in this year's
Core Connections series "Law
and Order" which promises to be
very interesting to see how the

composers tie in music theory.
UNE is taking a step forward
in developing its Arts programs
by inviting these special performers and scholars to the campuses.
It is one more step the faculty and
administration are tiling in order to promote the arts, to hopefully get students interested in
art programs, not just music, but
the whole range of artistic studies. John Tumil, Dean of Arts and
Sciences at the University campus, explains that "most students
have never sat through an event
like this," speaking of the concert at the Portland Conservatory.
He continues, "it is unique that
students will get to meet these
composers in person." Most high
schools the UNE students have attended have had music programs,
and when they come to UNE,
the program is small and hardly
exists. By supporting events like
this, UNE students can help raise
the interest in music and the arts
and help build a strong arts program that all UNE students will
benefit from.

Within only a few months, the
rented space went from being a
plain old factory to a replica of
Andy Warhol's factory, with the
red couch included. "Warhol is
an entire culture, not just a trend,"
she said. Kymara's version of the
factory depicts that part of Warhol's world. Along with illustrating the people who were part of
the factory and who were part of
the culture.

Along with her very busy schedule, Kymara finds time to volunteer for local charities. A television show and website are both
on the way. The website will be
finished shortly for anyone interested, kymaragallery.com. "Students can come and learn about
Andy Warhol," Kymara said, welcoming Medical students to come
and take a look at the lasers used
for medical aesthetics as well as
undergrads who just wish to learn
more about her work.

Kymara plans on working for
a year on Andy Warhol events.
She also is working on a peacock
feather gown and continuing her
small medical aesthetics business.

Pepsi, as I tend to be more wary of
new drinks than new foods. The
Pepsi eventually proved to be an
unwise choice, but I'll get to that
later.
While the woman went to
get our drinks, my friend and I
quickly peeked into the restrooms,
which we found to be extremely
clean, keeping with the rest of the
establishment.
Our drinks arrived and we
ordered our food. I chose the com
ca ri, or steamed rice with curry
chicken, celery, carrots, snow peas,
parsley, green and yellow peppers
and broccoli. The food came out
incredibly fast. I've been to McDonald's with slower service. The
portions we were served were also
large enough to be filling, with
the possibility of some take home
if you weren't feeling terribly gluttonous.

It was absolutely delicious.
As opposed to most of the other
curry dishes I have had, the innate burn that is curry built up
slowly, rather than hitting me all
at once. It allowed time for even
spiciness-wussies (which, with
the exclusion of curry, I could be
the Q!ieen of) to enjoy. Different types of foods in the dish held
the hotness differently, with the
chicken itself being fairly mild.
The broccoli ended up taking the
cake for amount of spice in one
bite (this is where the Pepsi came
in). Carbonated beverages and
spicy food are a no-go if you enjoy
your taste buds actually functioning. I would recommend milk.
The prices were reasonable we spent around ten dollars
each including drinks. Overall, I
would definitely recommend Q!ie
Hong to anyone, especially if you
are looking for an escape from the
traditional fare on campus.

ELLEN FAULISE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

KYMARA: Kymara's art gallery located in the mill in downtown Biddeford.

What's Happening: October
At the UNE WC Art Gallery:
*From Observation to Illustration Exhibition September 13 to
November9
*Holga: 53 Photographs September 13 to November 9
*Seventh Annual Sculpture
Garden Invitational June 6 to
October 31
Contact/ Information: http://
www.une.edu/artgallery/
Ann Zill, Director (207)
221-4499
Email: azill@une.edu

Bidclefcd City'lheater Prescots:

Contact / Information: http://
www.citytheater.org/ E-mail:
citytheater@roadrunner.com
Box Office: (207) 282-0849
Dyer Library/ Saco Museum:
*First Impressions: New Work by
Peregrine Press Artists through
November 16
Contact / Information:
(207) 283-3861
http://www.sacomuseum.org/
Leslie Rounds, Executive Director
E-mail: lrounds@dyer.lib.me. us
Jessica Skwire Routhier, Museum
Director
E-mail: museum@sacomuseum.org

•1116 October 17 and 18 at

Cambedand County Civic

8pm, Octpbcr 19.at 2pm
·Electoral Dysfunction October
25 at8pm__

Cata:
•Huskies Youth Hockey &sociation Benefit Hockey Game

featuring The Boston Bruins
Alumni Team vs. The Maine
Mariner All-Stars November 20,
7:00pm. Tickets: $15 general
admission
*CMT on Tour '08: Jason Aldean
and Lady Antebellum. November 21 8:00pm. Tickets: $19.75
*The Lewiston Maineiacs vs. The
Q!iebec Ramparts. December
5th and 6th at 7:00pm. Tickets:

SlO
Contact/ Information: http://
www.theciviccenter.com/event.
asp

*American Menagerie August 16
to November 9

The Secret Life of Bees

w.
What Just Happened

Events*Opening October 24:
*Nelson Social Justice Fund
Lecture- Art and Reading for
Cultural Change: The Work of
Tim Rollings +K.0.S. Monday,
October 20 6:00pm to 8:00pm
*Portland Museum of Art 2008
Raffle Sunday November 23
10:30am to 12:00pm

Portland Museum ofArt:

Contact I Information: (207)
775-6148
http://www.portlandmuseum.
org/

Exhibtions-

At'lhe Movies:

•Landscapes from the Age of
Impressionism September 25 to
January 4, 2009

•0pemng October 17:

·Andri Kenesz: On Reading

Filth and Wisdom
Max Payne
Morning Light

August 30 to November 16

ScxDri~

Changeling
High School Musical 3: Senior

Year
Passengers
Pride and Glory
SawV
Contact / Information: Check
out local listings at http://www.
smittyscinema.com/
http://www.cinemagicmovies.
com/
http://www.moviecentre.net/
•these movies may not be available. Please check these websites
for movies availab1e and showtimes.
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tion is ... what are human beings
willing to do to save them from
extinction? Currently the fad
As college students find seems to revolve around purchasthemselves scraping for cash, ing labeled attire or trinkets that
studying at the last minute, and demonstrate our environmental
enjoying the nightlife every now awareness.
Global warming is only one
and again, it is unlikely they will
find the time to volunteer for the of many issues that are repeatedly
environment. Being conscious of on the news. In the wake of 2007,
the current environmental issues the panel on climate change led
and pretending to care about na- the members of the UN to state
ture, is a growing trend among that the warming of the world
teenagers in the United States. is likely due to carbon dioxide
The problem is this trend leads increase and energy trappings.
students to purchase pins, bags, The media plays an important
shirts, pants, bumper stickers, and role in making the issue of global
logos that represent nature and warming known to humanity. The
pro eco-friendly lifestyles. These question is no longer whether our
items are not an accurate portrayal planet is heating up, but what to
of how many students really care do about it?
and dedicate their time to support
The options for lowering a
the environment.
family's annual Carbon DioxThe ice is quickly melting, ide output are numerous. Each
leaving polar bears with little to option raises the cost of livstand on. Polar bears are not used ing, though the increase may be
to the increased distance they small, it is still more money. To
have to swim to reach the arctic some families, an increase at all
ice, leaving them more dehydrated may not be worth the challenge,
and hungry than usual. A study especially to those who cannot
done by the Canadian Wildlife afford it. Luxuries might be the
Research determined that polar price, such as cable, internet, and
bears have decreased by 55lbs in cell phones which may be lost to
weight, over the last few years. turn the home eco-friendly. In a
Everyone has heard that the po- nation where TV and internet are
lar bears are dying, and their body necessary for social survival, it is
mass is decreasing, essentially due unlikely that people will willingly
to the melting of ice. The ques- rid themselves of these regulariNor'easter Staff
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Green Goes Mainstream
BY ALETHIAMILLER
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Many have proclaimed with
Nor'easter Staff
· much enthusiasm, "This is the
most important presidential elecI spent a considerable amount tion we shall ever see!" In many
of time this summer following the ways this is true, but we must stop
presidential election. I strongly to ask ourselves why this election,
believe in the importance of being in particular, is the most impora well-informed voter, unfortu- tant one of our lifetime. Is it benately this is a lot more work than cause for the first time an Afriit appears to be. You can read the can-American candidate has been
newspapers, watch political news nominated by a major party? Is it
reports, listen to analysts attempt- because for the first time we have
ing to interpret the meanings of seen a woman, a senior citizen,
the candidates' words, and pay and an African-American camattention to the conventions, but paigning on the same platform?
ultimately one can not be knowl- Yes, perhaps this is the first time
edgeable by these actions alone. all of these things have occurred
The political scene is just that- during the same election for the
an elaborate scene. Candidates' major parties. One may also argue
speeches can amount to noth- that over the years we have seen
ing more than prepared remarks, an array of candidates from varinewspapers either lean to the ous backgrounds, and whether or
right or the left, political analysts not they be from a major party is
have their own agendas, and there oflittle significance. If-for a moare many news programs that just ment- we can put race and gender
blatantly lie for one reason or an- issues aside, it's easily noticeable
other. This circus of politics can that this election is so crucial bebe daunting for voters. One must cause America is at the crossroads
sift through lies, half-truths, and in its young-adult life, and who is
truths that are difficult to believe; · chosen to lead this country will
it leaves one feeling rather help- have a huge impact on the future
less. The most any of us can do of our economy, our global influis examine closely the resumes of ence, our healthcare and educathe potential candidates, listen tion, and ultimately in the structo speeches with a good amount turing of our society.
of skepticism, and always take a
Although this election is
dose of Fox News with a bucket certainly a monumental event in

ties to become more environmentally friendly. The eco-friendly
lifestyle may be too expensive.
Among students, letting go of
these necessities seems unfathomable, but wearing a "100%
organic" labeled tee-shirt is more
reasonable.
According to a California
Solar Panel company, a 220 sq/ft
roof costs approximately 28,000
dollars. (Though this estimate
does not include the future tax
rebate, and money saved.) The
28,000 dollars would be an upfront cost, which would be paid
for in cash. Other methods exist to find the money to pay for
solar panel treatments; however,
it is still a substantial sum for any
middle class family to produce.
Becoming eco-friendly is
no easy task. One would need
to switch to non-toxic detergents
and toiletries that are all-natural,
and hold less "useless" ingredients. Regular detergents have
specific ingredients to make the
clothes lighter and fluffier, which
also pollute the environment in
the process. While it may save the
environment, the upfront added
charge for these eco-friendly
products is difficult for college
students, or middle income families to afford. For a container of
eco-friendly dishwashing soap by
Please see TREND, page 16

the course of American history, I
would have to suggest that it has
been strangely typical. The advertisements are primarily the same.
the GOP (Republicans) is still
preaching the same sermon, and
the Democrats are still afraid to
fight full force. I am not disillusioned by Senator Obama; I do
not see him as a savior of sorts,
nor do I believe his supporters see
him in this light. I also do not believe John McCain would give us
four more years of a Bush Administration; I do feel he will give us
four-years of a John McCain Administration which in and ofitself
is something to be very afraid of
But really, this election has not
been shocking to me, until that
is John McCain chose Governor
Sarah Palin as his running mate.
Senator McCain's decision
headlined the newspapers, was
discussed in great detail on the
evening news, and was the topic
of interest for political analysts
and for many Americans. Everyone wanted to know-who is
Sarah Palin? Governor Palin essentially became a national figure
overnight, and although we have
heard much from her over the last
month, it's still not exactly clear
as to what she stands for and why
she is qualified to be 2nd in line
for Commander in Chief.
Please see PALIN, page 17
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Oxyboost, its $49.95 per gallon,
in comparison to the non ecofriendly $10 to $15 per gallon
sold at Walmart. While a gallon
of Oxyboost eco-friendly fabric
softener is $27.95, compared to a
gallon of Purex, which is on sale
for $5.00 at Target. These differing prices would have an effect on a family's weekly budget.
The extra charge is worth saving
the environment, but whether or
not people are willing to change
their lifestyle is another story
all together. It is unknown, but
doubtful.
Switching to florescent light
bulbs from non-florescent is quite
difficult since at stores fluorescent bulbs costs nearly twice the
amount, while one receives half as
many light bulbs. Why would the
average family switch? Well, for
starters saving the environment
is an important problem that
Americans need to deal with. .
BBC's Planet Earth produced a wave of anxiety among
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the American people to become
nature lovers and appreciate all
aspects of nature. The idea that
our natural world may no longer
exist at the rate in which we are
destroying it frightened everyone.
Their depiction of the ocean at its
best and nature at its most natural, made the viewer appreciate
the envir0nment and everything
it has done for our survival. Those
who saw Planet Earth became
natural planet lovers. Al Gore
made the award winning film An
Inconvenient Truth which further
empowered the idea that global
warming is upon us, and the
animals are dying at an alarming
rate. As people came to grips with
these films and several others, it
became apparent that being an
environmentalist is a trendy fashion statement.
At the same time, the marketing industry took advantage
of the situation. They felt it necessary to manufacture tee shirts,
logos, posters, bumper stickers,
and anything that could represent the basic principle: "we love
our planet!" The notion of saving

our planet has lost its meaning,
and is now diluted with a circus
of trendy styles, and cool pictures.
These pictures and styles mean
nothing to the holder, and the
money used to purchase them is
rarely donated to a wildlife foundation.
It all depends on what they
are willing to do, versus what they
have done. Students are perfectly willing to purchase a "Think
Global, Act Local," tee shirt at
Target for ten dollars. Others
wear "I am willing to save the environment, what about you?" and
other logos that emphasize the
principle of going green and being environmentally aware. Students find themselves sporting
purses, bags, and clothing that let
everyone know they are making a
movement to go green.
The problem is that so many
students sport the bags and the
clothes, but that is all they are
willing to do. When the opportunity arises to make a difference
in the world and save the environment, with two hours of volunteer
time, or cutting back on luxuries

to purchase more eco-friendly living. .. they don't. Students do not
switch over their light bulbs to
lessen Carbon Dioxide emissions,
nor do they make the necessary
changes in hopes of helping the
environment. Switching laundry
detergents cost slightly more and
it's enough to lessen the amount
of money they have. Scraping for
cash is no easy task, and keeping
every penny is typical among college students. This forces many to
purchase the cheaper laundry detergent, which is not environmentally friendly. Donating money
to environmental friendly agencies, or agencies willing to protect
the environment is not the main
method of choice for students to
show their environmental activism; nor is going to an agency and
volunteering one's time for environmental awareness. How many
hybrids are seen in the UNE
parking lots? Not many!
There are smaller ways to save
the environment. Drying clothes
in a laundry machine half way,
and then letting them air dry, will
lessen the energy used. Students

Stroll Along The Saco
BY BRITTANY STRATTON
Nor'easter Staff
Dear Readers,
Have you noticed that they've
paved paradise and put up a parking lot? The University of New
England always boasts about its
beautiful coastal location. But,
when you take a look for yourself, development and black tar
taint your vision. As concerned
individuals of Pam Morgan's "Restoring Coastal Habitats in the
Gulf of Maine" class, we took it
upon ourselves to work diligently
around the clock to provide plans
to mitigate this situation.
We had two main objectives. First, we developed a restoration plan for the fringing
salt marsh adjacent to River Lot
and the kiosk on Jordan's Point.
We won't bore you with all the
nitty gritty details about this; we
have a whole report if you're interested. The fringing salt marsh
is a fragile ecosystem, vulnerable
to the many impacts that already
plague this site. These include severe trampling by fisher people,
litter, and sediment and nutrient
runoff from River Lot and the
nearby athletic field. To remedy
the problem, we suggest in our
restoration plan that the impacts
be minimized and avoided, and
the site brought back to a healthy
and fully functioning salt marsh.
Second, we created plans for
a coastal trail that would begin at
the Security Building (soon to be
UNE "Welcome Center"). Picture this: you step foot on the trail
and the cool ocean breeze flows
through your hair. You make your
way through the inspirational
woods of Maine, following the
breathtaking Saco River. Your feet
bring you to a bench in front of
a magnificent oak tree, allowing

you to absorb your natural surroundings and appreciate UN E's
coastal view. After a moment you
continue your way along the trail,
spanning across a small stream on
a suspended wooden bridge. The
trail brings you closer to the coast
as your educational thirst kicks
in and you realize that granite
benches and a grassy floor surround you. The perfect outdoor
classroom waits to quench your
thirst. Like Sprite, but with less
sugar. If this doesn't quench it,
then a Starbucks soy latte will.
Just follow the spur from the
outdoor classroom that leads directly to the new Bush Student
Center. If this isn't your cup of
tea then continue along the trail,
breathing in that sweet, salty air
that wafts from the fringing salt
marsh. With all of this beauty
you find yourself in need of reflection. Take a load off your feet
at the newly revamped kiosk and
indulge in the beauty that UNE's
campus offers its community.
We look to you, as citizens of
our tight-knit community, to support these actions as we have only
one life to live and one planet to
protect. If protecting the planet
isn't enough, take into consideration the benefits that will come
about with this project. The
coastal trail and removal of current impacts will allow for a more
aesthetically pleasing campus to
blossom. Since this is a college
campus, the educational benefits
would be monumental. There's the
outdoor classroom, interpretive
panels, and a healthy salt marsh
to analyze for research purposes.
Ifyou're looking for more information about this entire project we have a final paper. Or, in
the meantime, feel free to contact
Brittany Stratton at bstratton@
mail.une.edu, or Jay Mudge at
jmudge@mail.une.edu.

and families do not have time to
wait nights for clothes to dry, nor
are they willing to make the effort.
We live in a society where saying
"I believe in the environment, and
I want to protect it," is a regular
occurrence. The problem is most
are unwilling. Sporting a bag, or
wearing the "I am organic," tee
shirt is more than enough to show
their support and environmental
awareness. For the animals going
extinct, this tee shirt isn't nearly
enough ...
It is only a small contribution to what is necessary, but not
nearly enough to save the planet
entirely. Being an environmentalist is a trend, and the meaning of
the word no longer emphasizes
someone who cares for the environment in its entirety. Instead,
it is a pompous attitude alerting
everyone around you that you are
a great person, and the logos further imply this. However, actions
speak louder than words. The
words on the tee shirt or book bag
mean nothing compared to taking
two hours of the day to volunteer
ones time.
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A Chat With Mrs. Obama
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their way through college, as undergraduates and as law students.
It is because of this, perhaps, that
Senator Obama has become so
proactive in "changing the life of
the average student."
The actions of the young people
around the United States "will
determine the course of an entire generation, the generation
my daughters will grow up in."
Obama continued by saying, "We
look into the faces of our children,
who are seven and ten, and start
thinking about what the world
will be like for them ... If the average student debt is $22,000 today, without any kind of intervention or focus or structure, what
on earth will it be when they get
ready to go to school? How on
earth will they be able" to build a
career for themselves if they come
out mired in debt?"
Senator Obama will change that,
she said. He hopes to answer those
questions she has about their own
daughters, as well as for the students of today. He has introduced
legislation to increase the amount
of grants as college costs rise. He
is the only candidate, Mrs. Obama

&aid, with a comprehensive plan
for investing in schools, a plan to
allow students to remain on their
parents' own health care plan,
and has plans to both restore the
crumbling economy and invest in
new energy sources, plans which
will create five million new jobs.
"These are the jobs," Mrs. Obama
said, "that demand the skills of
the bright young people."
"We are facing high unemployment," she continued, "the bad
news on the economy just keeps
coming, [and] college grads are
unable to find jobs that help them
pay down debts." She pointed
out, also, the War in Iraq which,
she said, has had an adverse effect
on young people. "Of all the soldiers who have been wounded or
killed," she proclaimed solemnly,
"the average age is 21."
She invites young people to
accept the r~sponsibilities of facing those long-term challenges,
such as rebuilding the economy,
rebuilding and investing money
in schools, securing our energy
independence, and withdrawing
the troops from Iraq, responsibly.
"The next president could lead

us in a different direction," Mrs.
Obama said, "or he could not."
One thing is certain; she wants to
make clear, that "we need to reverse the trend from 2004, when
millions of young people opted
out from voting on Election Day.
Ten million people who are between the ages of 18-24 who are
eligible to vote are still not registered. The Obama campaign is
taking steps to close that gap."
To prove her claim, the Obama
campaign established www.voteforchange.com, an inclusive website on which one can register to
vote, find out their registration
status, arrange an absentee ballot or vote early, if applicable,
and find your polling place. She
urges everyone to register to vote,
regardless of who they vote for.
"Every voter must be informed
of the major differences of the
issues," she said, regardless of
whether they vote for John McCain or Barack Obama. "Barack
Obama represents the change we
need right now," she said. "Young
people must speak out."

smiling her phony smiles, waving Her foreign policy experience
in perfect form and repeating the can be summed up in this Palin
same lines over and over and over quote, "We can see Russia from
This much can be said of again.
Alaska!" Is this really her foreign
It's as if John McCain policy experience? If this be the
Sarah Palin's political resume:
she's been the governor of Alaska thought any woman would be case, I have more foreign policy
for less than two years, she was a good enough. Many women experience than Sarah Palin. You
mayor of a small town for six years, throughout the country were hurt probably have more foreign polshe's served on the city council of over the passing over of Hillary icy experience than Sarah Palin!
Wasilla, Alaska, and yes, I believe Clinton. Hillary symbolized, for Sarah Palin is, however, the masthat's it. The McCain camp likes many, a change in the norm. For ter of the one-liners. She utilizes
to mention that she's a mother years, women have been a dis- lines such as 'reform' and 'Victory
of five, but parenthood should enfranchised group of people, in War' to fit almost any question
not be considered a notch on without a say in politics and in asked of her.
her political resume, as although Washington. But Barack Obama
This is a candidate who time
rearing children can certainly be proved he was a better candi- and time again has been quoted
a difficult task, practically anyone date during the primaries. Many as saying the mortgage giants,
can reproduce. It would appear as would say he secured the Demo- "Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
though John McCain has chosen cratic nomination fair and square; have gotten too big and too exa running mate without substan- I am inclined to believe this. But pensive to the tax-payers." Wow!
tial political experience. Which with the nomination of Sarah Pa- That's funny because they are priis quite hypocritical of McCain lin, it was obvious the John Mc- vate companies and are not taxconsidering what he has said in Cain camp was making a meager funded. And of course if you're
regards to Senator Obama's re- attempt to connect with disgrun- listened to a Palin speech you've
sume.
tled Clinton supporters. Are they heard her say, "Thanks, but no
So, was John McCain sloppy buying? I can't say; only time will thanks!" in reference to the Bridge
in his decision making process? tell.
to Nowhere project. Sarah PaWhat about Sarah Palin was
But if Hillary Clinton sup- lin and the McCain camp like to
so alluring to the GOP? I can porters are allured by this new portray Sarah Palin as a championly assume that Sarah Palin female candidate, then I would on against earmarks, but the truth
was picked for political reasons. have to assume they are support- of the matter is, Sarah Palin didn't
Here's what I have been able to ing Palin for the wrong reasons. If say, "Thanks, but no thanks," until
deduce from this fantastical cha- Clinton supporters were enthusi- long after Congress forgot about
rade: she's a woman; something astic about her campaign for her that Bridge to Nowhere. These
that would sit well with disgrun- stance on vital issues, than how lies she tells have been noticed
tled Hillary Clinton supporters. could they in turn support Palin and she's been called out by the
She's pro-life; a necessary qualifi- who contradicts everything Sena- media, but yet she continues to
cation for any serious Republican tor Clinton stands for? Sarah recount these fabrications.
vice-presidential candidate. Mrs. Palin is a woman who is against
Sarah Palin has been relucPalin loves her guns, and is a life- women's rights. Sarah Palin and tant to be interviewed. However,
time member of the NRA ....and Hillary Clinton are entirely dif- this September Palin sat down
I don't have to tell you how much ferent women.
with Charlie Gibson for a twothe Republican Party loves to disSome of what we didn't know part interview, an interview that
tract the American populace from of Sarah Palin a few weeks ago has allowed voters to hear (from her
economy and war-time woes with come to light just recently. She own mouth) what she is really
gun-rights rhetoric. To add whip- has spoken numerous times, and all about. From this interview,
cream to this vice-presidential her speeches consist of primarily we learned a few important facts
sundae of sorts, Governor Palin is the same rhetoric; rhetoric that about Palin: she doesn't know
a former beauty queen contestant. is largely untrue. But from this what the Bush Doctrine is, she
Governor Palin has become the rhetoric, we can discern where is reluctant to contribute global
vice-presidential beauty queen; she really stands and for what. warming to man's activities, she

would fight to overturn Roe v.
Wade, and she has referred to the
Iraq War as God's War. Throughout this exclusive intervi '.!W, she
used the same phrases and words
over and over again; it was almost
as if Palin was trying to fit prepared answers into Gibson's unanticipated questions.
Because America knows so
little of Sarah Palin and Sarah Palin has proven reluctant to speak
freely of her convictions, stories
have generated; some true, some
lies, some-well who knows?
Sarah and her husband, Todd,
have been connected to what's
known as the 'Troopergate Scandal' of which we cannot know
the truth until investiga~ons are
complete. She has been accused
of attempting to ban books when
she was the mayor ofWasilla; this
is a half- truth as she entertained
the idea but when met with resistance, dropped the initiative.

All politicians running for
office will inevitably face an onslaught of unfavorable stories;
some true, some not. The difference with Sarah Palin is that these
stories surfacing about her are not
mistakes of her past, they do not
concern a rogue brother or family
member; they are disturbing stories that are capable of illustrating
undesirable characteristics. And
since we have only months to get
known Palin before the election,
these stories, her interviews, and
her speeches will inevitably decide how America receives her.
America wants to know what's
true, what the lies are, and who
Sarah Palin really is!
I can tell you one thing I
most certainly need to know
about Palin---does she really
believe dinosaurs inhabited this
Earth no more than 4,000 years
ago? That 's something I think we
need to know

BY ADAM DEXTER
Nor'easter Staff
On Monday, September 22,
Michelle Obama was in Wisconsin when I joined her in a conference call along with several other
college journalists. She sounded
pleasant,jovial, laughing with the
press, as though she is unaware
of the fight that will ensue in the
coming months. Her husband,
Senator Barack Obama, is the
first African-American ever to
accept a major party nomination
for US President and is touted by
some as the next president. That
remains to be seen, of course, and
will be seen after November 4th.
One thing is certain: her voice
over the phone had no trace of
fatigue, although she, in her own
words, "cannot believe we have
been campaigning for nineteen
months... Barack has been to almost every state... and I am coming close."
One of the most impressing
things to her, she said, was the
turnout among young people.
There has been record participa-
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tion by young people in this election, on both sides of the ticket,
citing the many college and universities that use their campuses to
organize rallies and register voters. She spoke with great distress
when recalling the 2004 election,
saying, "Only half of the young
people who were eligible to vote
actually voted. Twenty percent of
all the young people who took the
time to register ended up staying
home on Election Day."
According to Mrs. Obama, these
grim statistics have caused other
campaigns to avoid young people,
believing that their help will be
worthless. However, Mrs. Obama
said, "Ifyoung Americans want to
have a say in what the future looks
like;'they need to make their voices heard... We need all the young
people we've met to stay involved
and to really stay focused."
Mrs. Obama mainly spoke
about students. "The average college student is weighed down by
$22,000 in student loans. Barack
and I experienced that as well,
because we just paid down our
student loans." Both were born to
middle-class families who worked
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Live Green, Save Money
BY SARAH TUTTLE

that you're helping tHe environment by reusing a product.

Nor'easter Staff
There seems to be a belief
that "living green'' is impossible
for those of us with little or no
extra money. While it is true that
many of the well-advertised environmental ideas (such as buying
organic food and hybrid cars) do
require a chunk of disposable income, green lifestyles don't have
to tax your bank account. In fact,
many environmentally-friendly
choices can save you money.
While some of the things I'm
about to suggest seem so small
as to be of little or no account, be
assured that they do make a difference. And, in the words of my
favorite celebrity Jane Goodall,
"What you do may not seem very
important, but it is so important
that you do it." So without further
ado, here are ways for you to increase the green in your life.
Check thrift stores first. Jeans
can cost as much as S40 or more,
but at the Goodwill Store in Five
Points (Biddeford) you could get
a brand new pair for as little as
five dollars. Need stuff for a costume? Want a new shirt, sweater,
pair of sunglasses, mug, frying
pan, or funky piece of jewelry? If
you want it, your local thrift store
could have it. And let's not forget

Ditch the plastic bags! Bring your
backpack or another cloth bag
when you go grocery or clothes
shopping. A regular backpack can
hold around the same amount as
four or five plastic grocery bags,
and many stores will give you a
small credit towards your purchase for bringing your own bag.
Also, if you commute, pack your
lunch in containers instead of
baggies. It may cost you a couple
dollars up front to buy the containers, but you'll never have to
buy another box of Ziploc bags
MANDY WERTMAN, NOR'EASTER NEWS
again. An interesting fact: because Live Green: University of New England has been making strides to go green.
of the horrible effect that plastic from recycling. Hannaford's has container waste is to use a water
bags have on animals and the en- a new program called Clynk. You bottle. Why pay for bottled water
vironment, China, Tanzania, San just fill out a quick form once, turn when you can get it free from the
Francisco, and other countries in your bottles and cans when you fountain?
and cities around the world have visit the store, and the program
started to ban them. Why not ban counts them and credits your ac- Unplug. Even if your computer
them from your shopping?
count. It really adds up! My suit- is off and your cell phone is fully
emates and I saved our bottle and charged, energy is still being used
Keep the tires on your car full of can money last year, and by the as long as there's a plug in the
air. Everyone who pays attention end of school we had $55.
wall. Save money on your electricto gas prices knows that they are
ity bill by unplugging appliances
going up ... and up ... and up. With Did you know that a lot of the and chargers when you're done
airy tires, your car rolls along on aluminum we use is mined from using them. Or, if meddling with
three percent less gas. That's cut- the Amazon Rainforest? Or that plugs annoys you, plug everything
ting back on greenhouse gases and plastic products don't biodegrade, into a power strip and turn it off
gasoline bills at the same time.
they just break down into tiny, before you go to bed.
still toxic particles? Recycling is
Save your bottles and cans .. . and a great way to cut down on the Shop locally. Local doesn't althen recycle them. Stores like resources that we use and pol- ways mean more expensive. For
Hannaford's are making it easier lute the Earth with. An even bet- example, if you're in Biddeford,
than ever for you to save money ter way to cut down on beverage buy your bread at Reilly's Bakery.

Hillary Clinton: Keeping
the Dems Together
BY ALETHIAMILLER
Nor'easter Staff
After losing the Presidential Democratic nominee for the
2009 elections, Hillary Clinton is
doing everything possible to keep
the Party together. With the party on split sides, some die-hard
Clinton fans are disappointed by
the way the Party handled the
situation. With Democrats begging Clinton to step down, and
allow Obama to win the race,
one wonders how they can call
themselves a true party. Some say
that the tension between the two
candidates did more to divide the
Party line, than it did to bring the
Democrats together.
Senator Clinton owes more
than an estimated 20 million dollars, of her own personal money,
from her campaign trail. This

MAJESTIC FLOWER
SHOP
CARMEN FOURNIER
OWNER
77 HILL STREET
BIDDEFORD,MAINE
04005
207/282-1916
207/284-5381 fax
majestic@teleflorist.com
http:www.majesticflowershop.

money was used throughout the
campaigning process, most of
which went towards television
ads. Though she and her husband
Bill Clinton can do speeches
throughout the year, the money
will still take time to recuperate.
It is, however, a sad day to see
the one woman who has made
some of the most significant accomplishments in history, lose the
race for the primary nominees.
Her accomplishments outweigh the loss of the 2008 primaries. Some Democratic Party
members have stated that they
will stick with Clinton, even
though she will not be on the ballot, others have sided with McCain. The Democratic Party is at
a high-end struggle to keep the
Party together.
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Only $1.75 for a loaf of bread,
baked and sold on Main St.. For
meat and cold cuts, check out
J:Ioglund's Countryside Meat
Market on Washington Street.
Get a pound of turkey slices for
$2.99, or a half pound of American Cheese for only $1.25. Local businesses often buy many of
their products locally, meaning
that your food didn't have to travel across countries or continents.
Think of all the fuel you just saved
with your $1.75 loaf of bread.
Use public transportation or carpool. The University Campus
just updated the schedule for the
shuttle, and it's free for all UNE
students. (Make sure you get
there at least 10 minutes early
so you don't miss the bus.) Carpooling is easy too. Ask friends or
people on your floor when they're
going shopping and if you can tag
along. Share the cost of gas, and
it's "greener" for both you and the
environment.
So, I've identified eight things
that every college student can
do to help the environment and
save money at the same time. If
you haven't already, why not make
a pledge right now that you will
make a conscious effort to do at
least one of the things on this list?
Right here, right now, I give you a
green light.
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WELCOME BACK TO UNE FOR THE FALL 2008 SEMESTER!!!

EMELlNE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Pickus Research Building: The finishing of the Pickus Center for Biomedical Research on the University of New England campus
allows opportunities for expansion in the future.

EMELlNE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Sporting Event Work Study Position: Working at sporting events is one of many on
campus jobs you an be a part of with the Work Study program.

EMELlNE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Morgane Building: Construction continues on the latest expansion on the University of New England campus.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Read all about it!

)'

itJ~
EMELlNE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

BIG BIG Event: Chad DeLuca and Robbie Chagnon help Katie Brems on the Velcro
wall this year at UNE's annual Big Big Event.
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EVENTS CALENDARNESDAY,ocroBER15,2oos
October 15- November 14

SUNDAYS:
10/19/08
APB MovieThe Dark Knight Alfond 106
Outing Club - Hiking Trip
630PM Commuter council in residence
halls, East
10/26/08
Commuter council Haunted Hay Ride
1:00PM Harvest Fest, Campus Center
7:30PM APB "Rocky Horror Picture
Show," MPRs
11/2/08
7:30PM APB Movie "The Mummy III"
11/9/08
Hockey UNE Tourney Noon &2:30PM
7:30 PM APB Movie "Tropic Thunder"

MONDAYS:
11/10/08
12:00PM UC - Core: Cultural Criminology: An Invitation

TUESDAYS:
11/28/08

Volleyball vs. St.Joe's@ 6
7:00PM Summers & Pingree
Debate, MPRs

WEDNESDAYS:

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

PHOTOS OF THE MONTH: Beautiful summer flowers still in bloom at entrance to The University of New England

SATURDAYS:

THURSDAYS:
11/23/08
Career service open until 7PM.
Hall Council Election discussion
9:00PM Hang Music - Fault Line,
MPRs

11/6/08
USG Blood Drive, MPRs
3:00PM Environmental Council
9:00PM Hang Karaoke, The Hang

11/13/08

10/15/08
Basketball season starts
12:00PM Commuter council Windward
Cafe Program

10/30/08
12:00PM Spotlight on Australia, St.
Francis
8:00PM Hang Event - UNE Idol, The
Hang

11:30AM Exp Resume Workshop
12:00PM Spotlight on Ghana Interdisci
plinary Health Program, St. Francis
12:00PM UNECOM Interviews
9:00PM Hang Music, The Hang

10/22/08
11.30AM Major's Fair
11:30AM Passport Processing at UNE
12:00PM WC: Marriage and Family
Health in the Gay Community

FRIDAYS:

11/14/08
Hockey Game
USG Nominations forms available
12:00PM Bodywise Lunch & Learn

11/5/08
UNE Diversity Lecture Series "In the
Shadow of the Eagle," St. Francis Room
USG Blood Drive, MPRs
6:00PM Class of 09 Meeting, Alfond 113
7:00PM WC: In the Shadow of the Eagle
A Tribal Representative in Maine
Reading Day

10/17/08
Friends and Family Weekend
8:00PM WC: Box Office - "Chicago" Merrill Auditorium
8:00PM WC: Movie Night - Swing
Vote

10/18/08
Volleyball Tourney vs. Babson, WPI
11am, 1pm, and 3pm
W.A.R Program
9:00AM Fishing club - Fishing Tournament
10:00AM Turtle Rehabilitation Training
1:15PM Kayaking, UC
3:00PM Scubapalooza
4:00PM Hockey Intersquad Scrimmage
7:00PM FFW- Casino Night
9:00PM Hang Karaoke, the Hang
10/25/08
Advance Registration Begins
Outing Club Rafting
Scuba Dive
11/8/08
Hockey UNE Tourney 5PM & 7:30
PM
Open House Admissions
SHAC Women's Self-Defense
Scuba Drive
7:00PM WC: Box Office - Hockey Pirates vs. Philadelphia

10/31/08
8:00PM APB - Stevie Starr, MPRs
11/7/08
8:00PM HC Sex Show, MPRs 10:30

•
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Child Oeve1opment Center
2241 Poo Rood Biddeford
Open M on frj 6;30o.m t o S:30p m

OPENINGS FOR TOODLUS &. PRESCHOOLERS!
• New foc1tity cor,.venie".Hy 1oco·ed on H·e woy to Lf\:E!
• l.JNE St..idents who ore new to St Louis rece:ve o
10% discount f04' th & f'rs• 2 rr,onths of serv·c e for
the r c hildren!
• One of •he b&st c h ,idcore facitities i'1 the state '

• Accredited by NAf'fC
{Notiona Ac o cem'y for toe F.d1.Jcat1on of Young Ch' d renJ

CALL TOOAY TO REGISTER YOUR CHILD!

(207) 282-3790
TOM HINMAN, NOR'EASTER NEWS

PHOTOS OF THE MONTH (2): Sitting on a mountain overlooking the scenery.

